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QREC: Kyushu University Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Center

Hirofumi Taniguchi

In order for Kyushu University to produce 
future global leaders who challenge themselves 
to make their dreams into reality, QREC 
strives to be one of the top entrepreneurship 
centers in Asia.

Director General, Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Center of 
Kyushu University (QREC)
Professor, Academic Research and Industrial Collaboration Management 
office of Kyushu University (AiRIMac)
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spirit, which also serve as driving forces of innovation. Entrepreneurship is not limited only 
to the entrepreneurial spirit behind startups and ventures, but should be understood to 
encompass the essential qualities of the individual who shoulders the responsibilities for 
advancing society and developing the world. 

embark on creating new values and bring about societal change. In addition to seeking 
closer ties with domestic and international organizations and institutions, QREC itself will 
pursue specific goals by taking on new initiatives to achieve the above objective. 
QREC offers a consistent, systematic entrepreneurship education curriculum for students 
throughout Kyushu University, from first-year undergraduates in every school to doctoral 
degree candidates in graduate school. The educational initiates undertaken by our center 
have received very positive evaluations from both inside and outside the university, and as 
of 2016 (the 6th year of the program), the cumulative number of students who have studied 
at QREC in either regular courses or Student Initiative Programs exceeds 5,900. This figure 
shows how the experiments our center are steadily permeating themselves throughout the 
University, gradually generating tremendous results in terms of producing human 
resources with an abundant spirit of challenge. 
In terms of course operation, from an early stage we have been incorporating two-way 
courses aimed at active learning, such as design thinking and project-based learning, that 
are centered mainly around workshops, as well as classes that provide a practical sense of 
the real world through lectures presented by entrepreneurs invited to speak as guest 
instructors. Furthermore, from the perspective of fostering global innovation personnel, we 
have cooperated with various universities including Aalto University (Finland), Chalmers 
University of Technology and the University of Gothenburg (Sweden) and invited elite 
teaching staff from those universities to conduct intensive courses for not only students but 
also instructors. QREC is also expanding its activities on various fronts, including imple-
mentation the Enhancing Development of Global Entrepreneur Program (EDGE Program), 
hosting of the annual Innovation Education Conference, and start-up-related activities 
undertaken as part of industry-academia-government collaboration.

and that you will share your opinions and suggestions with us. 
Thank you for your continued support and cooperation.
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QREC focuses on the 
following six activities

Systematic entrepreneurship 
education intended for both 
undergraduate and graduate students

Venture capitalists
Social entrepreneurs
Individuals who implement new 
businesses at major corporations
New policy planners and 
implementers at public institutions
Innovative university researchers

Developing future leaders 
who will play active roles 
in the global arena

［The Talents We Foster］

Providing all students in Kyushu University 
with advanced and systematic education 
concerning entrepreneurship

Conducting research on entrepreneurship 
and effective methods of entrepreneurship 
education

Carrying out social and regional entrepreneur-
ship activit ies in col laboration with the 
community

Disseminating information on entrepreneurship, and 
carrying out exchange activities with domestic and 
overseas institutes to promote closer collaboration

Assisting with R & D activities concerning 
venture businesses

Operating and managing business incuba-
tion facilities

2

4
5
6

1

3

The Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Center of 
Kyushu University (QREC) grew out of a donation  
made to commemorate the centennial anniversary 
of Kyushu University by Dr. Robert T. Huang, a 
prominent alumnus of the university who has 
achieved significant success in the United States. 
That donation led to a drastic reorganization and 
reconstruction of the university's former Venture 
Business Laboratory and the establ ishment of  
the Center in December 2010 as a fu l l -scale 
entrepreneurship education and research center.
The Center was established against the background 
of Japan's growing need for education to develop 
human resources that will take on the challenge of 
creating new values (entrepreneurship education), 
education in management of technology (MOT) that 
shows students how they can transfer their research 
results and technologies to society, and education for 
development of global human resources. 
Kyushu University therefore established the Center 
and positioned it as an important systematic initiative for 
addressing these issues.

QREC provides students at Kyushu University 
with a leading entrepreneurship education that 
will produce future entrepreneurial leaders who 
can spread their wings internationally, and with 
a sense of independence and ambition, a global point 
of view, and a willingness to actively create new 
values.

entrepreneurship education programs for students from both 
undergraduate and graduate school.

QREC is building its network with universities 
and industries in the United States, Europe, 
Asia, and other parts of the world. In doing 
so, QREC aims to design a curriculum that 
meets international standards, while actively 
promoting international exchange activities for 
students and faculty members. Additionally, 
QREC encourages foreign students to take 
an active part in QREC programs. Their 
participation brings diversity to the learning 
environment at QREC.

The courses QREC offers to students are not 
limited to classroom lectures. The curricula of 
QREC include case study analyses, lectures 
by invited active entrepreneurs, Project 
Based Learning, and interactive discussions. 
In this way, QREC provides students with a 
practical, dynamic, and interdisciplinary 
education. Moreover, in cooperation with 
industry, QREC holds lectures jointly with its 
partner companies, and promotes internship 
programs.

In order to produce new social value, we need 
to find and identify the problems, and then 

idea will help that person fulfill a personal  
dream, and QREC aims at developing each 

A combination of entrepreneurship 
education and MOT education

-

aim of producing future leaders.

Practical approach to industry-
academia collaboration
QREC encourages students to participate in international student 
organizations for networking purposes, while promoting interac-
tive and student-participation programs. QREC uses the case 
study method to offer practical, hands-on training. QREC asks 
industries for their active participation in providing human 
resources and opportunities for practical training programs.

Interdisciplinary education programs, 
Students from diverse backgrounds
QREC sets up and runs education programs jointly with other 
departments and schools of Kyushu University, including the 
Graduate School of Engineering, Graduate School of Information 
Science and Electrical Engineering, Graduate School of Medical 
Science and Graduate School of Design. QREC promotes 
interdisciplinary projects, and encourages students who come 
from  diverse backgrounds to learn and work together.

Global perspectives
In collaboration with leading international universities and institu-
tions, QREC ensures opportunities for people to interact with the 
best resources available overseas. QREC also encourages foreign 
students to take an active part in QREC programs, and promotes 
collaboration with the International School of Arts and Sciences of 
Kyushu University (a new department in the planning stage), so 
that it can teach students to acquire global perspectives.

QREC aims to be an internationally competitive and unique 
organization that trains students to respond to present-day 
challenges such as business in emerging countries and social 
business .  QREC strives to be one of the top ful l -fledged 
entrepreneurship education and research centers not only in 
Kyushu and Japan, but also in Asia.

in emerging markets and social entrepreneurship.

QREC strives to develop talented individuals 
who will challenge themselves to not only start 
new ventures but also create new values in a 
large company, in academia, and in any other 
field in society.

QREC serves as a hub for the nurturing of entre-
preneurship in our region.

QREC provides both undergraduate and graduate students at  
Kyushu  University  with  systematic, pragmatic,  and  interdisciplinary  
education  concerning entrepreneurship, while carrying out R & D 
activities on entrepreneurship in collaboration with leading 
national and international universities and research institutes that are 
highly recognized in terms of entrepreneurship education.

Through these efforts, QREC aims to achieve our objectives, 
which include leadership development at Kyushu University,  
fur ther  in ternat iona l i zat ion and effect ive  brand ing o f   
Kyushu  University, and the enhancement of social cohesion by 
promoting industry-academia collaboration.

Background Activities Our Mission Our Strength Our Goal The Types of Entrepreneurs 
that QREC Develops

The ability to discover and/or create an opportunity 

achieve them

values

A sense of independence

The knowledge and ability to observe society and the 
 

The motivation to utilize knowledge in society, as 

people

▶
▶
▶

▶

▶

◆Social Outreach

■E d u c a t i o n

●R e s e a r c h

★Organization and Administration
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（ May ）2016

（ October ）2016

The 1st QREC Open Studio was held fol lowing the establ ishment of the Studio in January 2016.

Fol lowing the October 2016 organizational restructuring, the on-campus cooperative relat ionship between QREC, AiRIMaQ and the Global 
Innovation Center (GIC) has been enhanced and strengthened. 

Holding of the QREC Open Studio

Following the restructuring to strengthen the on-campus industry-academia collaboration 
organization, the affiliation of QREC faculty members has been switched to the Academic 
Research and Industrial Collaboration Management Office of Kyushu University (AiRIMaQ)

The symposium was held at Inamori Hall on the Kyushu University Ito Campus, and congratulatory messages were received from John Victor Roos (former United 

2011 Holding of a symposium to commemorate the 
establishment of QREC（ January ）

Year of Establishment/
Commencement Organization/Program

Representing eight Kyushu University departments ,  QREC appl ied for and won recognit ion as an EDGE (Enhancing Development of Global 
Entrepreneur) Program, a major budget item for the 2014 fiscal year implemented by MEXT.Selected by MEXT for the EDGE Program 

1996

1997

2006

as to support research projects that nurture young entrepreneurs .  

The C&C was initiated as a university-wide project (idea compet

QREP is an entrepreneurship program conducted each year in Silicon Valley in the United States with the aim to cultivate a wil l ingness to take 
on chal lenge and to foster global awareness .

With a substantial donation to commemorate the centennial anniversary of Kyushu University by Dr. Robert T. Huang, a prominent university 
alumnus, the Venture Business Laboratory was fundamentally reorganized and restructured into QREC.

Establishment of the Venture Business Laboratory (VBL) 
＊Predecessor of QREC

Commencement of Challenge & Creation (C&C)

Commencement of Kyushu University 
Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Program (QREP)

Establishment of the Robert T. Huang 
Entrepreneurship Center of Kyushu University2010

（ April ）

（ December ）

University-wide education; graduate school common subjects; the lectures have expanded to 31 subjcts as of 2016 academic year.2011 Commencement of formal lecture（s 16 subjects initially）
（ April ）

VBL forum held in Fukuoka for 45 universit ies nationwide with QREC as the host .2012 Holding of the National VBL Forum（ September ）

Mentioned as a good example of an organization developing human resources for science, technology and innovation.2013 QREC's educational initiatives are mentioned in the 2013 
White Paper on Science and Technology（ June ）

A student group in the Department of Hydrogen Energy Systems, Graduate School of Engineering, supervised by Associate  Professor (as of 2013) 
Megumi Takata won the Grand Prize in the "Hydrogen Student Design Contest 2013" organized by the United States Department of Energy (DOE).

Students taught by QREC instructor win a 
business plan competition in America

A first-t ime experiment for QREC, the three-day international workshop on entrepreneurship education (Language: Engl ish) was held in 
Fukuoka, bringing together educators and participants from 11 countries .  
＊International Workshop on Entrepreneurship Education (IWEE)（ September ）

Holding of a 3-day International Workshop on 
Entrepreneurship Education 2013

The winning student group of  the President 's Award for the 2013 academic year 's Chal lenge & Creation (C&C) entered the 2014 TECO Green 
Tech Contest Rules of Competit ion (Taiwan) .

Global Challenge & Creation (G.C&C)
Kicked off as a program to assist participation 
in overseas business plan competitions

（ November ）
Won the METI Minister 's Award, the highest award in the Support category of the 9th Japan New Business Creation Awards, organized by 
the Japan New Business Conferences association.

9th Japan New Business Creation Awards, Support category
Winner, METI Minister's Award (the top award)2014

（ March ）
With QREC serving as host and coordinator ,  the 3rd Innovation Education Conference Annual Meeting was held at Kyushu University ,  the 
first t ime the event was held outside of Tokyo.

Hosted the 3rd Innovation Education Conference 
Annual Meeting2015

（ August ） Lecturers from Chalmers University of Technology were invited to give a seminar for entrepreneurship educators .
Seminar for entrepreneurship educators held by guest 
lecturers from overseas2015

（ September ）
In accordance with the plan to relocate Kyushu University by 2018, QREC moved from Hakozaki Campus to Ito Campus in September 2015 
academic year .  Relocated QREC office to Ito Campus2015
Agreement on Academic Cooperation between Faculty of Information Science and Electrical Engineering, Graduate School of Information 
Science and Electrical Engineering, and Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Center ,  Kyushu University ,  Japan and Faculty of Business 
Studies ,  University of Dhaka, People 's Republ ic of Bangladesh concluded an academic exchange agreement .  

Conclusion of collaboration agreement with the University of Dhaka

（ December ）
The Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Program (QREP) ,  which had continued for ten years unti l  the 2014 academic year , underwent renewal 
as QREP2.0 .Renewal of the Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship ProgramⅡ (QREP2.0)2015

（ January ）
With the ris ing demand for prototypes of student projects ,  etc . ,  digital tools such as a 3D printer and woodworking tools were instal led and 
operations commenced. Setting up of the QREC Studio2016

Aalto University 's School of Arts ,  Design and Architecture, Kyushu University 's Faculty of Design and QREC concluded an academic 
exchange agreement .  Conclusion of collaboration agreement with Aalto University（ August ）2014

Year of Establishment/
Commencement Organization/Program
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QREC Core Faculty Members

QREC Lecturers（Part-Time Lecturers）

QREC Advisory Committee Members

Allen Miner
Chairman & CEO, SunBridge Corp.

Hardy TS Kagimoto, M. D
President, representative director and CEO, 
Healios K.K

Nobuaki Satani
President and Group CEO, PiPEDO HD, Inc.

Wakako Tokuda
Manager at Next Capital Partners Co.,Ltd.
Former President and CEO of CROSS FM Co.,Ltd.

Yuichi Hasegawa
Executive adviser , HASEGAWA Co.,Ltd.

Syuichi Matsuda
Chairman, WERU INVESTMENT Co,Ltd.
Director(Former President), The Japan Academic 
Society for Ventures and Entrepreneurship
Professor Emeritus, Doctor of Commercial Science 
of Waseda University

Yasuhiro Yamakawa
Bobson College 
Associate professor of entrepreneurship

Richard B. Dasher
Consulting Professor, School of Engineering 
Stanford University
Director, US-Asia Technology Management Center

Robert T. Huang
Former Chairman(Founder), SYNNEX Corporation
Director of ThreePro Group Inc.
Honorary Doctor of Kyushu University

QREC Steering Committee Members

Setsuo Taniguchi
Vice-president of the Graduate School of Arts and 
Science

Hiroyuki Yamaguchi
Dean, Graduate School of Human-Environment 
Studies

Megumi Takata
Department Head, Department of Business and 
Technology Management
Graduate School of Economics

Hideki Sumimoto
Dean, Graduate School of Medical Science

Hiroshi Takamatsu
Dean, Graduate School of Engineering

Akira Yasukouchi
Dean, Graduate School of Design

Kazuaki Hiramatsu
Dean, Graduate school of Bioresource and 
Bioenvironmental Sciences

Hirofumi Taniguchi
Director General, Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship 
Center

Shingo Igarashi
Deputy Director General, Robert T. Huang 
Entrepreneurship Center 

Professor
Hirofumi Taniguchi
Director General, Robert T. Huang 
Entrepreneurship Center (QREC)
Professor, Consultation & Office 
Operation Group, Academic 
Research and Industrial 
Collaboration Management Office of 
Kyushu University (AiRIMaQ)
●Field of specialization
Public Policy, Industry-University 
Cooperation, Regional Policy

Associate Professor
Shingo Igarashi
Deputy Director General, Robert T. 
Huang Entrepreneurship Center (QREC)
Associate Professor, Startup Support 
Group, Academic Research and 
Industrial Collaboration Management 
Office of Kyushu University (AiRIMaQ)
●Field of specialization
Entrepreneurship, Management 
strategy theory

Specially-appointed Professor
Toru Tanigawa
Specially-appointed Professor 
Enhancing Development of Global 
Entrepreneur Program (EDGE),QREC
●Field of specialization
Regional Economic Policy, 
Entrepreneurship, Industry-
University Cooperation

Research Associate Professor
Masaki Matsunaga
Robert. T. Huang Entrepreneurship 
Center (QREC)
●Field of specialization
Interpersonal and intercultural 
communication, Leadership 
development

Professor
Megumi Takata
Department of Business and 
Technology Management
Faculty of Economics
●Field of specialization
University-Industry Collaboration,
Management of Technology (MOT),
Entrepreneurship

Associate Professor
Ei Shu
Department of Business and 
Technology Management
Faculty of Economics
●Field of specialization
Innovation Management, 
Management Strategy Theory

Professor
Yuichi Harada
Aide to the director, Research 
Strategy Group, Academic Research 
and Industrial Collaboration 
Management Office of Kyushu 
University (AiRIMaQ)
Division Director, KOINE project 
Division, Global Innovation Center of 
Kyushu University (GIC)
●Field of specialization
Nanoscience and nanotechnology, 
international collaboration between 
academia and industry, management 
of technology 

Professor
Yasuyuki Hirai
Design Strategy
Faculty of Design
●Field of specialization
Interior Design, Office Design, Interior 
Product Design, Inclusive Design

Associate Professor
Masaki Kumano
Startup Support Group, Academic 
Research and Industrial 
Collaboration Management Office of 
Kyushu University (AiRIMaQ)
●Field of specialization
Entrepreneurship, Startup Support

（The titles below are current as of March 2017） （The titles below are current as of March 2017）

Waseda University 
Business School
Graduate School of 
Commerce Waseda 
University

Graduate School for 
Management Studies, 
Osaka City University

Visiting Professor, QREC
Professor Graduate 
School of Business 
Administration 
Prefectural University of 
Hiroshima

Visiting Professor,
QREC 
President and CEO of 
Drug39 Co.,Ltd.
President of Segment 
ON2 Co.,Ltd.

Department of 
Management, School 
of Management, Tokyo 
University of Science

Visiting Associate,
QREC 
Senior manager, 
Deloitte Tohmatsu 
Consulting

Visitng Assistant 
Professor, QREC
Faculty of 
Management, Kyushu 
Sangyo University

Professor
Hironori
Higashide

Professor
Jin-ichiro
Yamada

Visiting Professor
Hironobu
Tamaki

Visiting Professor
Kenji
Hirano

Associate 
Professor
Emi
Makino

Visiting Associate
Professor
Nobutaka
Sugimoto

Visitng Assistant
Professor
Hemi
Bang
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ロバート・ファン/アントレプレナーシップ・センターからスタートアップへ！

◆ Kyushu University Gibier Project

　→ Itoshima Gibier Laboratory Inc. 
(launched in 2016)

Two of the Challenge and Creation (C&C) 2016 selected projects led to student startups First Startup Weekend Fukuoka Uni. 
in Kyushu University （English）

◆ Bicycle Power Check Service

　→ Japan Fudo Industry Inc. (launched in 2016)

A student created this system that provides advice for bike race com-
petitors by measuring the wind resistanceetc. of the competitor seated 
on the bike and from their body shape, which is ascertained by image 
analysis. Development of the products is still underway with the aim of 
providing small pilot devices loaded with thesystem for rental at bicycle 
retailers and gymnasiums etc. by the year 2018.

* You can find more coverage of the project winners on page 35

*For more details please see page 43

From the 2016 academic year, QREC has provided opportunities for a wide spectrum of the public to see the presentations made 
by students involvedin Challenge and Creation (C&C). Our aim is that by publicizing the array of projects implemented by stu-
dents not only is their motivation enhancedbut the activities of Kyushu University students will become widely known.

●C&C2016 mid-term presentation
　Hosting of Kyushu University 
　Academic Festival ("Homecoming Day")

Date: October 15 (Sat.) 10:00-12:00
Venue: Lecture Theater 1 (South Foyer side), 
　　　　Shiiki Hall 1F, Ito Campus

●C&C2016 final presentation
　hosted at the Startup Cafe Fukuoka

Date: February 18 (Sat.). 2017 13:00-18:00
Venue: Startup Cafe Fukuoka 
(TSUTAYA　BOOKSTORE, 1-20-17 Imaizumi, Chuo-ku, 
Fukuoka-shi, Fukuoka 810-0021)

●Informal media gathering
Date: March 17 (Fri.), 2017 13:30-
Venue: Conference Room, 

Shiiki Hall 1F, Ito Campus
The C&C2016 winners gave presentations 
at the informal media gathering

A Startup Weekend is an event in which participants can 
experience the first 54 hours of a startup. First held in Se-
attle in Washington State in 2007 it soon spread around the 
world like wildfire. The participants learn the methodology 
of making an idea tangible, and can experience a startup 
as if it's really happening. Startup weekends have now been 
held over 2,900 times in 1,200 cities across more than 150 
countries, and has been held at the pace of twice a year in 
Fukuoka. Startup Weekend Uni. events are also held for 
university students in various locations, and at Kyushu University QREC has served the role of organizer , with the first Startup 
Weekend Fukuoka Uni. in Kyushu University being held in the 2016 academic year. 
Aiming to create a forum and community for those active in a global environment and on the world stage, QREC planned an 
English language version. Each student was given 60 seconds to deliver a "sales pitch" for their ideas, which were then voted upon 
and teams formed. Subsequently, through market research and interviews with latent customers, a business was created through 
a process of repeatedly trying out and demolishing prototypes and ideas. The recent event was participated in by 10 students 
from Arizona who were on a study tour of Japan, which provided the QREC students with a hands-on feeling of trying to think 
about business in a multinational team, and team-building by putting together a group of people from all sorts of backgrounds. 
The team that was declared winner from the many entrants included two of the Arizona students and two overseas students at 
Kyushu University. They developed an application for multilingual searches of hospitals, based on their own experiences of the 
difficulties in finding hospitals and doctors when travelling overseas as students or tourists.  

Itoshima Gibier Lab seeks to become a hub for a process through which 
the wild animals causing increasing damage toagriculture throughout 
Japan are culled in appropriate amounts for food (known as "gibier" in 
France), thus using everypart of their carcasses for raw and processed 
meat as well as leather goods and turning costs into profits, which are 
thenused to contribute to the revival of rural villages.

■ Date：June 10 (Fri.) to June 12 (Sun.), 2016
■ Venue: Kyushu University Ohashi Satellite LUNETTE Schedule

●Friday
18:30 Startup Weekend Keynote & fun
19:45 Sales pitch (60 seconds) and 
 team-making by vote
21:30 Team work starts (allotting roles, 
 brainstorming)

●Saturday
  9:00 Breakfast/Saturday presentation
  9:30 Aiming for MVP#1 customer 
 development starts
12:00 Lunch
13:00 Restart client development, analyze 
 work results in morning
14:00 Coaching
18:00 Dinner
19:00 Work restarts towards final MVP

●Sunday
  9:00 Breakfast & Sunday presentation: 
 Teams Restart Work!
12:30 Lunch
16:30 Final presentations (5-minute 
 presentation; 5-minute Q&A session)
19:45 Party & learning！

Start-up from The Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Center of Kyushu 
University (QREC)
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Innovative Human Resources Training Based on Work 
Experience in Emerging Countries  Idea Evaluation

“Global Seminar in English”

Taking on the Challenge of Solving Problems Faced by Emerging Countries with Design Thinking

Kick-off seminar June 25 (Sat.)

Orientation
Ito Campus

June 26 (Sun.), November 2 (Wed.), 
December 17 (Sat.)
○1st workshop
○Preliminary explanatory meeting on change of visit site
○2nd workshop

Local on-site 
training
Jaipur, India

December 26 (Mon.)-December 30 (Fri.)
○Field research
○1st local presentation

Follow-up
Ito Campus/
Fukuoka City

January 7 (Sat.), 2017
○Review
○Evaluation of the practical application of the proposal

Final
presentation
Ito Campus

January 28 (Sat.), 2017
○ Presentation and examination of proposals

"Entrepreneurship in Designing new value 
for BOP people"

■Lecture term: June 2016 to January 2017(first semester started in June, followed 
by a break, then up till second semester)

■ Base of fieldwork: Jaipur, India
■Attendees: 15 people (6 from Kyushu University's undergraduate school, 5 from 

the graduate school and 4 from Biyani College)
■Support: Grameen Group, local Biyani Group

Jaipur，India
◆Indian city located about 260㎞ south-west of Delhi
◆Gross area：111.8㎢
◆Population： 3.07 million (as of 2011)

QREC implemented an educational program aimed at develop-
ing nations in Bangladesh in the 2013 and 2015 academic years, 
but  following the year 2016 incidents that occurred in Ban-
gladesh in which several Japanese citizens were shot dead the 
program was switched to India, and fieldwork was carried out 
in the city of Jaipur over the space of one week. Local students 
from Biyani College participated, splitting into two groups each 
of which delivered a presentation on the twin issues of medical 
care & hygiene and waste & the environment.

QREC has hosted the Global Seminar every year since the 2014 aca-
demic year.  Held entirely using the English language, the lectures 
provided are about entrepreneurship, and are taught in the format of 
intensive courses by famous researchers and teachers from overseas 
who work on the global stage. The educational program of QREC 
plans integrated subjects for promoting the entrepreneur process lec-
tures synthesizing all kinds of knowledge including the discovery of 
entrepreneurial opportunities, strategy, marketing, finance and more. 
"Idea Evaluation" is the preliminary step in all this. As preliminary 
lectures for the Idea Evaluation, students learned about the methods 
for evaluating industrial technologies (Chalmers University of Tech-
nology in Sweden) in the 2015 academic year, and  learned about life 
sciences and evaluation methods of seeds closer to science (Univer-
sity of Gothenburg, Sweden) in the 2016 academic year. 
From the 2017 academic year "Idea Evaluation" was launched as a 
formal subject at QREC, and will see the start of fully-fledged entre-
preneurship education.   

Proposal of Two Business Models that are Sustainable in the BOP Market　

The team tackling the issue 
of medical care and hygiene 
visited local government-run 
hospitals and clinics, and a 
number of private homes. 
Access to hospitals and 
medicine is difficult for those 
living in remote areas; the 
idea of installing "medicine 
boxes" was suggested.

Medbox
Medical care & hygiene

The team dealing with waste and 
the environment visited garbage col-
lection centers, wastewater treat-
ment plants, slum areas and schools, 
to explore the possibility of whether 
or not children could be taught from 
an early age about waste processing 
methods. They thought about and 
presented a plan in which the chil-
dren could design garbage boxes 
and paint while learning.

School Bin Project 
Waste & the environment

FRAMEWORKS FOR 
IDEA EVALUATION 

AND CASES OF 
REALIZED IDEAS

SUSTAINABLE 
BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT
Sverker Alänge and Mats Lundqvist (eds.)

Chalmers University Press

2017
2016

2015
A new subject "Idea Evaluation"
 will be started
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■Education ◆Social Outreach ●Research ★Organization & Administration

April ■QREC 2016 First semester classes open ●Associate Professor Igarashi visits Silicon Valley and San Diego State 
University (USA) (April 27 to May 5) ★Distribution of QREC 2016 course guide begins

May
■C&C2016 Examination Board(May 22)
■Open ceremony of QREC studio(May 25)
■AC 2016 Examination Board(May 31)

●Professor Taniguchi, Associate Professor Igarashi, Research Associate 
Professor Matsunaga, and PM Yamada visit Slush Asia 2016 (Chiba) 
(May 13 to 14)

★QREC Streeing Committee convenes(May 27)

June
■Presentation ceremony of the President's Award for 
C&C2015(June 21)
■Idea battle １st Examination Board(June 22)

◆NRI Workshop (June ５)
◆SW Fukuoka Uni.(June 10 to 12)
◆SW Fukuoka(June 24 to 26)
◆MEXT EDGE Program：Kick-Off seminar for entrepre-
neurship in emerging nations (June 25)

●Professor Taniguchi, Specially-Appointed Professor Tanigawa, and PM 
Yamada participate in the 4th Innovation Education Conference at Tokyo 
Institute of Technology (Tokyo) (June 19)
●Specially-Appointed Professor Tanigawa visits Stanford University 
(USA) (June 27 to July 4)

July ■Assessment meeting with Students(July 27)
●Associate Professor Igarashi participates in Startup Weekend HOSEI 
& TOKYO UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE at Hosei University (July 2), and the 
112th Drug39 Latent Demand Discovery Workshop (July 14)

August

■QSHOP Business Plan Presentation(August ９)
■Global Seminar Intensive Lecture(August 18 to 22)
■Students in G.C&C participated in Taiwan's "2016 TECO 
Green Tech”(Accompanied by Research Associate 
Professor Masaki Matsunaga)(August 23)

●Research Associate Professor Matsunaga participates the Presenta-
tion Meeting for Research on Improving Education Using ICT at Tokyo 
University of Science (August 5)

★QREC Advisory Committee 
　covenes(August 24 to 25)

September

●Professor Taniguchi, Associate Professor Igarashi, and Research Asso-
ciate Professor Matsunaga visit entrepreneurship education facilities of 
Karolinska Institute, Chalmers University of Technology, Lund University, 
and Aalto University (Sweden, Finland, Denmark) (September 1 to 12)
●Research Associate Professor Matsunaga participates in the US-Japan 
VC Conference - MOMENT 2016 at Toranomon Hills (Tokyo) 
(September 15)

★Participation in EDGE Forum and selected universities 
meeting at Keio Hiyosi Campus(September 10)

October

■QREC 2016 Second semester classes open
■Idea battle １st Final Presentation(October 12)
■C&C Mid-term Presentation(October 15)
■Idea battle ２nd Examination Board(October 19)
■AC Mid-term Presentation(October 27)

●Specially-Appointed Professor Tanigawa, Associate Professor Igarashi, 
Research Associate Professor Matsunaga, and PM Yamada participate 
in the Japan Academic Society for Ventures and Entrepreneurs (JASVE) 
October Seminar at Waseda University (October 1)
●Associate Professor Igarashi participates in the Inter-company Engi-
neers’ Exchange Meeting (Symposium 2016) at Shibaura Institute of Tech-
nology (October 14)

November ■QSHOP Kyudaisai Festival Simulated Store 
Operation(November 19 to 20)

◆SW Fukuoka(November 11 to 13)
◆Industry-academia Collaboration Seminar:Regional 
Policy Projyect Design Policy Study Presentation
(November26)

●Professor Taniguchi and PM Yamada participate in the 13th National 
VBL Forum at Kyoto Institute of Technology and Kyoto University 
(November 22 to 23)

★13th National VBL Forum(November 22 to 23)

December

●Associate Professor Igarashi, Specially-Appointed Professor Tanigawa, 
Research Associate Professor Matsunaga, and PM Yamada participate 
in the Japan Academic Society for Ventures and Entrepreneurs (JASVE) 
Annual Academic Meeting 2016 at Toyo University  (December 3 to 4)
●PM Yamada participates in the Global Challenge Program (USA) 
(December 6 to 10)

★JASVE Annual Academic Meeting 2016
(December 3 to 4)

January

■MEXT EDGE Program： Design Innovation PBL Program 
collaborated with industry Final Presentations
(January 14)
■MEXT EDGE Program：Entrepreneurship in Designing 
new value for BOP people Final Presentation
(January 28)

★EDGE site visit(January 27)

February

■Assessment meeting with Students(February １)
■QSHOP Shareholders Meeting (February ４)
■C&C2016 Final Presentation (February 18)
■MEXT EDGE Program：Global PBL Program: lecture at 
Aalto University 
(Accompanied by Specially-appointed Professor Tanigawa 
and PM Yamada, February 18 to 22)

●Specially-Appointed Professor Tanigawa participates in the Global Intel-
lectual Property Strategies Forum 2017 at Tokyo Dome Hotel 
(February 13)
●Research Associate Professor Matsunaga participates in the Workshop 
to Develop Criteria for Measuring the Effects of Entrepreneurship Educa-
tion/Entrepreneurship Education Symposium at Hosei University 
(February 22 to 23)
●Professor Taniguchi visites Babson College (USA) (February 27 to 28)

★QREC Steering Committee convened(February 7)

March
■AC2016 Final Presentation(March ７)
■Presentation ceremony of the President's Award for 
C&C2016(March 30)

●Research Associate Professor Matsunaga participates in the EDGE 
teacher training program at the University of California (USA) 
(March 5 to 8)
●Specially-Appointed Professor Tanigawa, and Research Associate Pro-
fessor Matsunaga participate in Kyoto Institute of Technology Frontier 
Week 2017 at Kyoto Institute of Technology (March 14 to 15)
●PM Yamada makes a presentation at the 23rd Kyoto University Confer-
ence on Higher Education at Kyoto University (March 19 to 20)
●Research Associate Professor Matsunaga visites Slush Tokyo 2017 at 
Tokyo Big Sight (March 29)

★Discussion meeting with the Part-time lectures 
(March 13)
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■　E d u c a t i o n

◆　Social Outreach

QREC Lectures (31 lectures, 8 out of 31 lectures are new: 10 graduate school subjects, 14 in the first semester and 15 in the second semester, in 
addition to 2 lecture presented twice during both first and second semester and 2 lectures presented year-round) 

Lectures (KIKAN education, KIKAN education for graduate schools)

●QREC held Nomura Research Institute(NRI).
●For the first time QREC conducted the Student Initiative Program “Idea Battle” twice during the 2016 academic year, hitherto having held it 

just once a year. This project aims to guide students towards the realization of their unrefined ideas. The “Jump Out Challenge” (J. O. C) project 
for which students participate in domestic business competitions and the “Global Challenge and Creation” (G.C&C) project for which students 
participate in international business competitions were also conducted, with a G.C&C student project winning a Silver Award. Further more, as 
in previous years, the “Challenge and Creation” (C&C), “Academic Challenge” (AC), and “Startup Simulation Program at the Kyushu University” 
(QSHOP) were also conducted.

Education-Related Projects

New Educational Methodologies
【Workshop Format】
The majority of QREC courses do not follow the format of one-way 
reception of the instructor's lectures, but rather incorporate lectures 
in a participatory format (workshop style) that involves two-way dia-
logue with instructors, group discussion, and opportunities for stu-
dents to give presentations. Class sessions are all 180 minutes long, 
taking two consecutive periods, and they are organized to get stu-
dents accustomed to thinking and acting for themselves.

【Lectures by Businesspersons】
QREC offers many lectures by business people who are active in the 
real world（as well as entrepreneurs, people who are active on the 
industry-government-university front). In addition to classroom lec-
tures, these invited speakers talk to students from their experience 
as business people or otherwise give lectures rooted in reality. This is 
done to advance student understanding.
In addition to the “Entrepreneurship Seminar”, “Global Seminar in 
English” and so on, in the 2016 academic year QREC invited more 
than 40 guest lecturers to Kyushu University for workshops and 
other special events.

【Case Studies】
In order to study events that have actually occurred and detailed 
models that more closely resemble real life, a basic course entitled 
“Introduction to Entrepreneurship” and “Idea Lab I” and several prac-
tical courses including “Venture Finance” by using case studies are 
offered. Some of the case studies are presented in English.

【Design Thinking and Incorporation】
“Design thinking” an approach that takes the users’ perspective, dis-
covers issues as a team, considers solutions, and creates prototypes 
for visualizing proposals has been incorporated into many education 
programs. We incorporated on-site workshops using QREC studio.
(Applicable programs in the 2016 academic year: Design Thinking, 
Strategic Design Thinking, Entrepreneurship in Designing new value 
for BOP people, Design Innovation PBL Program collaborated with 
Industry.)

【Project-Based Learning (PBL) 】
QREC is increasing the number of courses that use the PBL approach 
for learning by doing in small groups. This method is used in lectures 
that are placed on the practice-oriented side of the QREC curriculum 
as well as in a variety of educational projects so that students will not 
simply receive lecture contents as knowledge, but will learn about 
how ideas and technologies take on actual form as specific values in 
the real world. (Applicable courses in the 2016 academic year: Entre-
preneurship in Designing new value for BOP people, Global PBL Pro-
gram, Design Innovation PBL Program collaborated with Industry, 
Design Thinking, Strategic Design Thinking)

【Incorporation of LEGO Serious PlayTM】
LEGO Serious PlayTM, which has been gaining attention as an impor-
tant tool in business for organizations to develop visions and for indi-
viduals to develop their careers, has been incorporated into classes. 
(Applicable courses in the 2016 academic year: Idea Lab II, Technol-
ogy Marketing Game (English))

Taking Education into the Digital Age
【Remote Learning Implemented】
（7 subjects offered in the 2016 academic year）

Kyushu University offers a campus-wide study support system for 
the convenience of the students and to assure that they have op-
portunities to take classes. Using this system, QREC has institut-
ed remote lecture that is broadcast simultaneously to the four 
campuses in Hakozaki, Ito, Ohashi, and Chikushi, making a total of 
seven subjects that are implemented in distance education.
QREC increased at an opportunity using Ohashi satellite and 
Nishijin plaza.

【Expansion of use of the 
e-Learning system, Kyushu 
University】
QREC is using the M2B Learning Sup-
port System. The system enables faculty 
members and students to share informa-
tion regarding students’ class attendance/
absences and submission of question-
naires/reports, as well as syllabuses for 
each course and course materials.

【Utilizing QREC 
website, Facebook,
Twitter】
QREC opened Twitter account 
in the 2016 academic year. 
We cooperated with volun-
teer student so that informa-
tion from QREC can be ac-
tively sent out.

【Educational Evaluation
Questionnaires for Students】
QREC takes part in the questionnaires 
on university-wide education imple-
mented by the University's Faculty of 
Arts and Science. In order to improve 
the quality of QREC lectures by means 
of the PDCA cycle, QREC also imple-
ments educational evaluation question-
naires for students from its own unique 
perspective in all QREC courses.

【Assessment Meeting Held for Educational Evaluation by Students】
In order to obtain the opinions and evaluations of students that cannot be covered by questionnaires 
alone, student assessment meetings have been held to one annually.
In the 2016 academic year, a meeting was held twice in a year with a total of 19 students enrolled in 
QREC courses, providing much information and many valuable opinions. 
・The date and time in first semester：July 27, 2016 18:30-  Place: Center zone 1, room #2308, Ito 
Campus
・The date and time in second semester : February 1, 2017 18:30- Place: Center zone 1, room #1409, 
Ito Campus

【Development/Commencement of Operation of Educational Assessment and 
Analysis System】
QREC has completed the development and commenced operations of a system to analyze correlations 
between questionnaire contents collected from students enrolled in QREC courses, their grades, and 
their affiliated departments, as well as to check on requirements for issuance of certificates, etc., in 
order to increase administrative efficiency. 

QREC has adopted a number of educational evaluation methods in order to improve the quality of its lectures.

In order to meet the wide-ranging requirements of not only Kyushu University students but also the local community, events and workshops that 
can attended by students from other universities or member of the general public are also held, enabling QREC to contribute to the invigoration 
of the local community.
In the 2016 academic year, various seminars with an eye to globalization were held.

＊For more information, see Events/workshops on page 43

The 1st Startup Weekend Fukuoka Uni. In Kyushu University (English)

Industry-academia Collaboration Seminar : Regional Policy Project Design Policy Study Presentation
"Creation of New Value though Social Innovation"

2016 Entrepreneurship in Designing New Value for BOP People Kickoff Seminar

Nomura Research Institute（NRI）／QREC Consulting Workshop 2016

Education Evaluation
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●　Research

6 Deta i ls  of  Act iv it ies

Faculty Research Activities
 (The titles below are current as of March 2017)

Hirofumi Taniguchi　Professor Fields of specialization: Public policy, Industry-University Cooperation, Regional Policy

〔Newspaper and Magazine Articles〕
“The car-sharing business: rules to push reforms need public/private collaboration in policy-making” Nihon Keizai Shimbun, Keizai Kyoshitsu, Oc-
tober 27, 2016
“Regional creation and public works innovation”, Kyushu Giho No. 58, March 2016
“Regional creation and Kyushu’s autonomy” Tenchijin Society magazine, September 2016
“Lapping behind in innovation” Energy Review, December 2016
〔Conference Presentations〕
“Innovation and Japanese Society: What is Obstructing Venture Set-ups” February 2016

Singo Igarashi　Associate Professor Fields of specialization： Entrepreneurship, Management Strategy Theory

〔Conference Presentations〕
“Designing Cross-university Entrepreneurship Education: Will Changes in Mindsets Lead to Emergence of Entrepreneurs?” International sympo-
sium at Hosei University’s Research Institute for Innovation Management, February 23, 2017
〔Books (co-authored) 〕
Introduction to Entrepreneurship : Learning How to Create Ventures. Co-authored by K. Kutsuna, H. Hasegawa, N. Takahashi, S. Igarashi, J. Ya-
mada.Yuhikaku Publishing Co., Ltd. December 2013（in Japanese）
Textbook on entrepreneurship theory that enables self-study through the combination of various case examples.

Toru Tanigawa　Specially-Appointed Professor Fields of specialization: Regional Economic Policy, Entrepreneurship, 
Industry-University Cooperation

Councilor, the Japan Society for Research Policy and Innovation Management; Director, The Japan Academic Society for Ventures and Entrepre-
neurs/Chairman, Entrepreneur Education Committee; Manager, Society for Innovation Education; Deputy Chief, The Japan Association of Regional 
Development and Vitalization, Kyushu Branch; Member, Intellectual Property Association of Japan
Currently participating in an international collaborative research project, “Research on the Correlation between Industry-University Cooperative 
Activities, Academic Papers and other Academic Results, and Innovation” (joint research with researchers at Leiden University, The Netherlands, 
and the National University of Singapore, Singapore, and other universities in Asia).
〔Major presentations at conferences, etc. 〕
- Innovation Education Society’s 4th Annual Meeting in Tokyo
 Study case presentation: “Regarding a Case Study of Innovation Using Design Philosophy at Kyushu University” June 18, 2016
- Tokushima University’s Innovation Education Promotion Lecture Meeting in Tokushima
“What Sort of Entrepreneurship and Entrepreneurship Education are Needed Now? The Initiatives of QREC” November 24, 2016
〔Research papers published and submitted〕
“New Tides in Entrepreneurship Education” Japan Academic Society for Ventures and Entrepreneurs Newsletter No.28, September 2016
“Introduction of case studies: What the Use of PBL at QREC Aims for”, the Journal of the Japan Society for Engineering Education, Vol. 1 2017
〔Record of managing and running research paper meetings at academic societies〕
October 1, 2016: Planned, ran and acted as moderator at a workshop to share cases studies on entrepreneurship education, an event hosted by the 
Entrepreneurship Education Promotion Committee of the Japan Academic Society for Ventures and Entrepreneurs
December 4, 2016: Planned the Entrepreneurship Education Promotion Committee’s session at the19th National Meeting of the Japan Academic So-
ciety for Ventures and Entrepreneurs, ran the session and acted as moderator
Theme：”Regarding Entrepreneurship Education in the Future”

Masaki Matsunaga Ph.D　Research Associate Professor Field of specialization：Communication Studies & Leadership Development

〔Main Research Topics〕
My research interest is to shed light on the structure of “difficult information management (DIM)”; that is, I am interested to map out the structure 
of the communication process wherein individuals have certain ideas they are eager to share, yet feel hesitant or even afraid to do so (e.g., voicing 
a provoking idea at workplace that might cause face loss of one’s supervisor). My program of research aims to theorize how DIM affects a team’s 
performance, and/or organizational members’ motivation, job satisfaction, and personal/professional growth.
〔Recently published papers〕
-Matsunaga, M. (accepted). Item parceling. In J. Matthes (Ed.), International encyclopedia of communication research methods . New York: Wiley.
-Matsunaga, M. (2017). Voicing is costly, but team can change that: A three-wave study on employee “voice” through the lens of the theory of planned 
behavior. Management and Organizational Studies , 4, 10-29. DOI: 10.5430/mos.v4n1p10

Megumi Takata　Professor (Faculty of Economics)
Fields of specialization: Industry-University Collaborative Management, 
Management of Technology (MOT), Entre preneurship

〔Main Research Topics〕
Commercialization of science and technology and entrepreneurship
1. “Creation of new Business through University-launched Technologies and their Industrialization” by Hitoshi Takada in The Creation of New Busi-
ness Value:10 Perspectives to Change Business , published by QREC. QNS Publications, pp69-85 (July 2016)
2. "Design proposal for hydrogen refueling infrastructure deployment in the Northeastern United States" The International Association for Hydro-
gen Energy,Vol.39,Iss.16,7449-7459,2014.05
3. Study of the Process of University Technology Commercialization:
The Roles and Effects of Educational Courses, International Journal of Engineering Innovation and Management, Volume 1, Issue 1, November 2011

Ei Shu　Associate Professor (Faculty of Economics)  Fields of specialization: Innovation Management, Management Strategy Theory

〔Publications〕
Ei Shu 2015. Cognitive Micro-Foundations of Developing Capabilities, Academy of Management Annual Meeting Proceedings.http://proceedings.aom.org/
content/2015/1/13273.short

〔Conference Presentations〕
Ei Shu.2016. Influence or being influenced: Social movements and strategic action. Academy of Management 2016 Annual Conference. Anaheim, CA. USA. 2016. 08.09.
Ei Shu 2016. Cognition and Capability Development in Different Modes. Druid Asia Inaugural Conference, Singapore. 2016.02.23.

Yuichi Harada　Professor（Global Innovation Center） Fields of specialization: nanoscience, nanotechnology, international industry-
academia-government collaboration, and research management

〔Main research object〕
Research on international industry-academia-government collaborations based on the open innovation concept, KOINE or Kyudai global Open In-
novation Network Engine
 How can we constantly produce new values from global research collaborations among industry, academia, and government? This is the most im-
portant object for the University to proceed industrial research collaborations. Eventually we have established the open innovation concept, which 
is called as KOINE or Kyudai global Open Innovation Network Engine. Under this concept, we are setting up several research platforms in Global 
Innovation Center.
 Since the University has begun industrial research collaborations, it usually means setting up the matching program between the needs from in-
dustry and the seeds from the University. This scheme can produce well-expected results for industry. However, it is difficult for creating innovative 
results because innovation often comes from unexpected places or processes. From the view point of academia, the researches based on industrial 
needs may not bring new research directions as well.
 The core of KOINE concept is to provide constant opportunities to meet up and discuss among people with different mindsets and backgrounds, 
such as research fields, countries, cultures, and institutions. Although KOINE is the abbreviation of Kyudai global Open Innovation Network Engine, 
an English word, KOINE means common language and common understanding originated from the Greek. In KOINE meetings, it takes some time 
to have KOINE among participants. However, participants with their own viewpoints could bring new insights for problems and one can expect 
unexpected solutions or original research directions for the problems. That may create innovation for industry and produce brand-new research 
fields for academia.
 In order to introduce KOINE concept, Art, Science and Technology Center for Cooperative Research renovated into Global Innovation Center or 
GIC in October 2016. GIC supports for various research platforms based on KOINE. We designated systematic connections from GIC to AiRIMaQ 
or Academic Research and Industrial Collaboration Management Office and QREC or Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Center, where provide one 
stop contact for industry and entrepreneurship and research management education, respectively. This systematic scheme can provide the inte-
grated environment for research collaborations and development of human resources.
 As QREC agreed educational collaborations with Göteborg University or GU and Chalmers University of Technology or CTH in Sweden, GIC 
agreed research collaborations with GU and CTH in November 2016. On the top of that, GIC agreed global research collaborations with Royal Hol-
loway, University of London or RHUL in September 2016.

Yasuyuki Hirai　Professor (Faculty of Design)  Fields of specialization: Inclusive Design, Design Thinking, Living Space Design

〔Main Research Topics〕
Social innovation design: a research on inclusive design and design thinking
〔Books (co-authored) 〕
Inclusive Design: Participatory Design to Resolve Social Issues 
Julia Cassim, Takayuki Shiose, Shizuka Morishita, Daijiro Mizuno, Mizuki Kojima, Toshiharu Arai, Tomomi Okazaki, Ayumi Umeda, Tadashi Koike, 
Yuka Tanabe, Yojiro Kinoshita, Toshikatsu Ienari, Akira Kuwabara
Gakugei Shuppan (April 2014)
Inclusion Through Design
Author: Julia Cassim, Supervising Editor: Yasuyuki Hirai, Translator: Akiho Horton、Firm Art-sha (June 2014)
A Museum that Stimulates Sensual Perception.
Co-authored by Y. Hirai, T. Fuji, A. Nobayashi, T. Manabe, N. Kawakubo, M. Mishima. Gakugei Shuppansha (March 2014)
〔Awards〕
FY 2014 Good Design Award: kodomotomorimoto (Research or research method category: Kids × Medicine × Design Committee, October 2014)
8th Kids Design Award (Designs to contribute to the security and safety of children, Children’s Category, Kids × Medicine × Design Committee, 
August 2014)

Masaki Kumano　Associate Professor（Academic Research and Insudtrial Collaboration    
                                                             Manegement office Kyushu University） Field of specialization：Entrepreneurship Education

〔Books〕
Realization of the Entrepreneurial Society, Nakanishiya Publications
〔Main research paper〕
“Creation of Venture Businesses and Entrepreneurship Education: Sojo University Entrepreneur Education Program”, Papers of the Japan Finance 
Corporation Vol. 30, Japan Finance Corporation Research Institution, 2016
〔Conference Presentations〕
Education and Nurturing of Entrepreneurs (19th National Meeting of the Japan Academic Society for Ventures and Entrepreneurs)
〔Awards〕
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry’s University Venture Grand Prix 2015
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We have built a complementary relationship for utilizing external resources not available in the university and implemented 
external know-how. We have also expanded our sphere of activity by broadening our network and our collaborations with 
non-university organizations and we are working on even greater collaborations that will secure opportunities for our students 
to acquire experience outside of the university, outside of Kyushu, and overseas.

［Cooperative Efforts with Japanese/Overseas Organizations］

■ Join talent development consulting program with Nomura Research Institute (NRI) based on design thinking (ongoing)

■ Collaboration with Fukuoka City： Innovation Studio Fukuoka (ongoing)

■ Currently in negotiations to establish collaborative relationships with the Chalmers University of Technology.

■

★ Organization and 
Administration

［Cooperative Efforts with Kyushu University Departments］

［Ongoing Program］
QREC continued to expand the EDGE program as the final year of the programs, 2016 academic year.

＜Ongoing Collaboration＞
■ Collaboration with the Graduate School of Design (Department of Design Strategy, etc.)
　　 Joint lectures have been established, with Graduate School faculty acting as assistant lecturers for QREC subjects.
■ Collaboration with School of Engineering and Graduate School of Engineering (Applied Chemistry)
　　 Responsible for Leading Graduate School lectures. Some required courses of the School of Engineering (Materials Science and Engineering) 
　　 are taught by QREC faculty members (Industrial Ethics and Management). Number of Students : 215 students (Year:B2 to B4)
■ The QREC subjects Innovation Management, Technology Marketing Game (English), Core Competence Management, Idea Lab II, Applied Entre-

preneurship organization, Basic Entrepreneurship Strategic Theory, Design Thinking and New Business Creation  are offered as adjunct subjects 
of the Graduate School of Information Science and Electrical Engineering.

　　 

■ The QREC subject Innovation Management is offered as an advance d subject of the Department of Hydrogen Energy Systems of the 
　　 Graduate School of Engineering

Operation

Activities are suspended from the second semester of the 2015 academic year with the move to the Ito Campus.
［Administration and Management of Incubation Facilities］

［Public Relations and Information Dissemination］

■Operation and improvement of the QREC website
　・Expansion of website content and modification of user interfaces　
　・Improvement of advertising on the English-language website version

■QREC use of Facebook　　　■QREC open of Twitter account

■Update and distribution of a QREC brochure (in English and Japanese)

■Update and distribution of educational programs
　・In order to communicate actively with international students, we have provided the course guide in English of the 2017 issue.
　・Advertising of QREC educational content　
　・Revisions giving consideration to making content easy for students to understand

■Creation and distribution of Annual Report for 2015-2016
　・Public information on QREC activities, in Japanese and English

QREC engaged in the following activities for the purposes of public information and information dissemination as well as to improve 
and spread services for students and other users.

Organizational Strategies

■ Conclusion of Collaboration agreement with Aalto University (ongoing)

■ Symposium held jointly with and interns dispatched to EGG JAPAN (Entrepreneur Group for Growing JAPAN) (Mitsubishi Estate Co., Ltd.) (ongoing)

■ Collaboration with Sunbridge International (USA) (ongoing)

■ Lectures conducted jointly with IDEO Tokyo (ongoing)

ongoing during negotiation 

Curriculum and Programs

Cooperative Efforts with
Japanese Organizations

Tuition, Others

Industry-academia
Egg Japan

（Mitsubishi Estate
Co., Ltd.）

Kyushu TLO
Company, Limited

Academic Research and
Industrial Collaboration
Management Office of
Kyushu University

FDC
（Fukuoka city／FDC）

Deloitte Tohmatsu
Consulting LLC

Nomura Research
Institute（NRI） RE:PUBLIC

Waseda University

School and
Faculty of Economics

and QBS

School and Faculty
of Engineering

Faculty of
Information Science
and Electrical
Engineering

School and Faculty
of Design

Cooperative Efforts with
Overseas Organizations
Curriculum, Student Exchange

Programs, Advice, etc.

Chalmers University
of Technology

Aalto University

Dhaka University

Sun Bridge
）SU（lanoitanretnI

MIT／E-center

Babson

Cooperative efforts with 
Kyushu University departments

Collaboration, Cooperation & Support

Faculty of Arts and Science

During the 2016 academic year too, QREC is attempting to collaborate 
with organizations within and outside the University in both teaching 
and events, thereby enriching the curricula provided.

Global Innovation
Center(GIC)

The Intranet (Cybozu®) installed in the 2011 academic year is being changed into Cybozu live from February 2016 academic year 
and it's being used.

［Increasing Organizational Efficiency and Improving the Educati onal Environment］

・QREC's know-how and educational effects (entrepreneurship, management, etc.) was utilized by other departments within the university.
・Following the October 2016 organizational restructuring, the on-campus cooperative relationship between QREC, AiRIMac and the Global
  Innovation Center (GIC) has been enhauced and Strenghtened.

Beginning in the 2016 academic year, “Business Creation 
Camp”̶a workshop conducted jointly by Deloitte 
Tohmatsu Consulting LLC and QREC̶will be offered as 
a weekend intensive course for the QREC subject “New 
Business Creation” (One credit).

Expansion into new subjects
 (New Business Creation)

★ Organization and
　　Administration

QREC website
QREC brochure

ROBERT T.  HUANG  ENTREPRENEURSHIP  CENTER  OF  KYUSHU UNIVERSITY
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Organizational Strategies

proposed by Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Center(QREC) ,  has been selected as an EDGE 
(Enhancing Development of Global Entrepreneur) Program, which fal ls under the 2014 Science 
and Technology Human Resources Development Aid Program run by the Ministry of Educa-
t ion, Culture ,  Sports ,  Science and Technology（MEXT）. Also QREC continued to expand the 
EDGE program as the final year of the programs 2016.

［Details of the EDGE Program］
Nine education programs have been developed that incorporate the distinctive features of the 
eight participating university departments.

❻

❼

❽
❾

❶

③
❹

⑤

②

Collaborative joint PBL training program with Aalto University (Finland)  (QREC and Faculty of Design)

Medical innovation talent development program (Faculty of Medical Sciences, University Hospital, and CAMI)

Collaborative online Fab Academy program with MIT (USA) (Faculty of Design) 

Industry-academia collaborative PBL innovation talent development program (QREC and Faculty of Engineering)

Science students and QBS collaborative education program for commercializing technology (QBS)

Collaborative innovation education program with Fukuoka City (QREC and Faculty of Design) 

Social business education program for emerging markets (BOP: Base of the Pyramid) (QREC and Faculty of Informa-

tion Science and Electrical Engineering) 

Collaborative practical Design Thinking training program with IDEO (QREC and Faculty of Design)

Overseas students business plan competition promotion program; Offered as a student project (QREC)

※N.B. ❶ ,❹ ,❻ ,❼ ,❽ , and ❾ are education programs offered by QREC.

Education programs　

International consortia 
for creating sustainable 
innovation  
  
  

Innovation Talent Development Ecosystem Creation Project

Global

Regional 
collaboration

Internal
　university 
collaboration

Ecosystem Network 
Formation Project

2

3

3

3

QREC

Graduate 
school of 
Design

Graduate 
school of 
Engineering

 Aalto University

 FDC 

RE:PUBLIC

Battelle Memorial 
Institute

MIT
360ip

U.S.

Europe

Fukuoka City

Preparation of a global entrepreneur 
development environment

2

Training projects
Research abroad 
Visiting scholar

Training projects
 Provision of 
social themes

International collaboration on 
education projects

Participation in and support 
of education projects

Education projects

Development of talent capable of planning 
and running practical training programs

Training projects

Information dissemination
Publicity/Enlightenment
Startup Weekend Fukuoka

Information dissemination
Publicity/Enlightenment

 Conduct hands-on seminars
Forum for presenting results

Information dissemination
Publicity/Enlightenment

2

1

1

1The three 
Medical 

Departments

QBS 

Study

Support Communicate

Study
Graduate 
school of 
Information 
Science and 
Electrical 
Engineering

Support Communicate

Asia
Grameen G

University of Dhaka
Taiwan Industrial 
Technology 
Research 
Institute

◉Collaborative joint PBL training program with Aalto University (Finland) （Global PBL Program）

◉Industry-academia collaborative PBL innovation talent development program (Design Innovation PBL
　Program Collaborated with Industry)

◉Social business education program for emerging markets (BOP: Base of the Pyramid) 
　(Entrepreneurship in Designing New Value for BOP People)

◉Collaborative practical design thinking training program with IDEO (Strategic Design Thinking)

This program is conducted through international collaboration with Aalto University in Finland using a PBL format. Students in 
the course use Design Fiction methods to propose specific solutions to social issues in an experimental approach. By discussing and 
resolving the same issues with students overseas, even though their locations differ, the program aims to improve participants’ social 
understanding, international awareness, and problem-solving abilities. Workshops—including lectures presented in English by Aalto 
University instructors—are held on several weekends over a number of months, and evaluations at the end of the program are made at 
a public presentation held in Helsinki. Under the basic theme of “Redesign of Society”, students propose plans for creating a sustainable 
and desirable society for the future of the next generation (around 2040). In October 2015, the program was offered as a regular course 
by the Kyushu University Graduate School of Design and QREC, and 20 students from throughout Kyushu University participated.
In the 2016 academic year, the program focused on Japan’s declining birthrate and ageing of society. Workshops were conducted in the 
form of intensive courses over nine days on six weekends. Mr. Karl-Hans Kommonen from Aalto University’s Media Lab came to Japan 
on three occasions and presented intensive lectures in workshop format. In addition, lectures were presented by three experts (from 
two organizations), and practical exercises were also carried out.
Aalto University’s website and “Wiki” were also used to communicate long-distance with Finland and collaboration was deepened. Final 
presentations were conducted on February 21 at Aalto University, with 17 students, two faculty members, one academic researcher, and 
one TA all traveling to Helsinki to participate in lively discussions and presentations with Aalto University students and instructors.
The program’s “Jansson Brothers” project won the Grand Prize in the SOCIAL BUSINESS IDEA CONTEST, sponsored by the Min-
istry of Health, Labour, and Welfare.

Aiming to achieve futuristic themes related to industry, this practical academia-industry program draws students from a wide range of 
fields and companies through the participation of corporations with the objective of creating concrete products using design thinking 
methods.
In the 2016 academic year, under the theme of “The Internet of Things (IoT) making long-distance travel fun”, a total of 17 participants 
(Kyushu University students and working adults, including participants from cooperative partners Toyota Motor Kyushu and Kyushu 
Railway Company) were divided into four groups, and workshops and fieldwork were carried out. Based on the current situation where-
by a society is gradually being created in which everything is connected due to the advancement of the Internet, the program tested 
the realization of new values related to “travel”. Workshops and fieldwork were carried out eight times (total of 7.5 days) on weekends 
between October 2016 and January 2017.
Beginning with user monitoring in Fukuoka City, the program included classroom workshops, prototype building using digital equipment, and preparation of business 
plans. Both students and working adults found that the program provided opportunities that could not be experienced in everyday life and was highly stimulating. 
Furthermore, by adding the perspective this academic year of “insights into the future”, the program provided opportunities for even deeper thinking. Businesses also 
praised the program, saying that the experience of creating innovation had been extremely effective in terms of human resources training for employees who tend to 
bury themselves in their everyday work duties.

As an experiment in training innovation human resources based on experiential learning in developing countries (BOP countries), this 
program presents lectures on entrepreneurship in developing countries with the aim of motivating participants to take of the chal-
lenge of resolving issues that these countries face using Design Thinking. In the 2013 and 2015 academic years—innovation education 
programs including one-week fieldwork projects in Bangladesh—were conducted; however, due to the attack on Japanese citizens that 
occurred in Bangladesh, the target country was changed in the 2016 academic year, and fieldwork was conducted in Jaipur, India.
In Jaipur, the Kyushu University students were joined by local students from Biyani College. Participants were divided into groups, with 
each group conducting hearings with local facilities and community residents regarding healthcare issues and waste and environmental 
issues with the aim of discovering the real issues. The groups then thought up concrete ideas for resolving these issues and devised 
business plans, which they presented in Jaipur. On returning to Japan, participants underwent mentoring and, after further polishing 
their business plans, made their final presentations.
One team that tackled healthcare-related issues visited local government-run hospitals and clinics, schools, and several households, and, deciding to focus on the dif-
ficulty for families living in remote locations to visit hospitals and procure medicines, devised a plan for delivering medicines to “medicine boxes” placed in households. 
A team that tackled waste and environmental issues visited garbage collection points, sewage treatment plants, slum areas, schools, and households, and, wondering if 
it would not be possible to reduce basic waste amounts by teaching children from an early age about waste processing methods, designed “garbage boxes” and devised 
and presented a plan for teaching children about waste disposal while painting the “garbage boxes” together with them.

This course takes the form of workshops presented by invited lecturers who are staff of the American design consulting firm IDEO, which was the first firm in the world 
to advocate the concept of design thinking. Design Thinking is a human-centered approach to innovation that applies designer sensibilities and methods and is defined as 
an approach that fuses (1) human needs, (2) technology for realization, and (3) business. This approach enables people outside the design field to not only utilize existing 
designer sensibilities and methods as well, but also consider how to uncover and resolve “intangible” social issues.
This program is conducted as a regular course by the Kyushu University Graduate School of Design and QREC, and had 30 participants, including three working adults, 
in the 2016 academic year. In view of the fact that the Kumamoto Earthquake struck in April of this academic year, a theme of “Recovery from Disaster” was chosen, and 
participants endeavored to formulate proposals for supporting disaster victims and achieving disaster area reconstruction. Classes comprised a visit to areas of Kuma-
moto Prefecture that were affected by the disaster in which the six teams were divided into three groups to conduct surveys of individual areas; and a two-day workshop 
under the guidance of three consultants from IDEO Tokyo where concrete ideas were generated. On the following day, QREC faculty members presented a class on com-
mercialization of ideas. The teams devised and presented a variety of ideas and plans, including a plan for restoring agriculture, a plan for strengthening disaster victim 
communities using tablet terminals, and a plan for connecting disaster victims with volunteers. A final presentation meeting was held on October 15, with representatives 
of the Fukuoka City Government General Affairs & Planning Bureau, Toyota Motor Kyushu, and venture capital invited to act as judges from outside the university. 

［Subjects Introduced in the 2016 Academic Year under the EDGE Program］
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Motivation

Marketing/Strategy

Finance

Organization/
Group Dynamics

Knowledge/Tool

Integration

Idea Generation

All subjects in the curriculum are 
available to all Kyushu University 
students to take as their minor. The 
curriculum is designed to enable 
students to study entrepreneurship 
in stages, from basics through appli-
cation to practice.

Education designed to make students 
realize the important of understanding 

 
make their own dreams come true.

Education designed to provide 
knowledge for achieving ideas 
for resolving issues.

Education students endeavor to 
actually put what they have learned 
into practice based on their knowledge 
and understanding of methodology.

Students receive training in 

for resolving issues.

Students learn how to 
understand market 
generation and business 
strategies.

Students learn methods for 
procuring funds.

Students learn how to build 
organization/team for 
carrying out projects.

Main target 　　　Ｂ１, Ｂ２ 　　Ｂ３　　～　　M２ D１　　～　　　Ｄ３

Basics Application Practice

＊1 Classes start during or after 2017
＊2 EDGE Program

Non Credit 
Program(S.I.P)

Planed Event / Workshop
in 2016

Classes start 
during 2016

Ｎot available 
in 2016

EDGE is short for "Enhancing Department of Entrepreneur Program" and an adopted project by MEXT that encourages fostering global entrepreneurs.

Bold

　

Introduction to 
Entrepreneurship

Idea Lab Ⅰ Design Thinking

Career Design

Robert T. Huang / 
Entrepreneurship  Program II

Applied Entreprenership 
Marketing

 Entrepreneurship Seminar

Basic Entrepreneurship 
Strategic Theory

Basic Entrepreneurship
Organization Science

Basic Entrepreneurship Marketing

Basic Entrepreneurship 
Accounting and Finance

Idea Lab  II

（As of March 2017）

Integration

New Business Creation

Challenge and Creation
(C&C)

Jamp Out Challenge
（J.O.C）

Global Challenge and 
Creation（G.C&C）

Global Seminar in English

Internship Program

Events／Workshop

Class by QBS

Corporate Entrepreneurship

Practical Training Program for 
Regional Management

＊1

Idea Evaluation

Business Planning Workshop

＊1

Entrepreneurship in Designing
 new value for BOP people

Global PBL Program

Design Innovation PBL Program 
collaborated with Industry

＊2

＊2

＊2

Social Entreprenership

Strategic Design Thinking

Innovation Management

Technology Marketing Game in
Japanese

Technology Marketing Game in 
English

Core Competence Management

Venture Finance

Applied Entrepreneurship
Organization

＊2

Technology Based 
Entrepreneurship

Advanced Lecture in Research 
Skills Development 
(English)

Startup simulation 
program at the Kyushu 
University （QSHOP）

Idea Battle

Academic  Challenge
(AC)

Knowledge/Tool

Motivation

Idea Generation

Organization/
Group Dynamics

Marketing/
Strategy

Finance
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1

2
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2

7
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7

23
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158

32

96

13

6

97

62

35

25

10

592397 195

592
316
65

500
82

602
179

806
196

592
197
4455

2746

1744

963

381

25

24

100

73

397

195

Breakdown ［Undergraduates／Graduate students］

※The top-2 parts indicate the increase of the number of 
　students of every year.

The cumulative number of students attending lectures
※■Auditing students and working adults
■Students who are formally enrolled in classes

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

585
335

3666
students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

Graduate studentsUndergraduates

WomenMen

Overseas 
students

Japanese
students

students

students

students

Breakdown

［A Look at the Number of 
Undergraduate and Graduate 
Students in the Program］

［Number of Students by Gender］

［Number of Overseas Students］

Number of Students for Each Lecture Course

［Undergraduates］

■1st grade/308
■2nd grade/24
■3rd grade/36
■4th grade/29
■5th grade/0
■6th grade/0

【Number of Students Taking Classes By Grade】

［Graduate students］
【Number of Students Taking Classes By Grade】

■
■
■First year doctoral program/12
■Second year doctoral program/3
■Third year doctoral program/3

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

students

School of Letters

School of Education

School of Law

School of Economics

School of Sciences

School of Engineering

School of Design

School of Medicine

School of Agriculture

The 21st Century Program

Social Science and 
Humanities

Science, Technology, 
Engineering and 
Mathematics

Humanities and 
Sciences Fusion

Social Science and 
Humanities

Science, Technology, 
Engineering and 
Mathematics

Humanities and 
Sciences Fusion

students

students

students

students

students

students

Graduate School of Medical Science

Graduate School of Engineering

Graduate School of Design

Graduate School of Law

Graduate School of Humanities

Graduate School of Economics

3 students
Graduate School of Human-
Environment Studies

Graduate School of Systems Life 
Sciences

Graduate School of Information 
Science and Electrical Engineering 

Interdisciplinary Graduate School 
of Engineering Sciences

Graduate School of Integrated 
Sciences for Global Society

Graduate School of Bioresource 
and Bioenvironmental Science

Graduate School of Integrated 
Frontier Sciences

students

students

Humanities 
and Sciences 
Fusion

Graduate School of Law

Graduate School of Humanities
Graduate School of
Human-Environment Studies

Graduate School of 
Economics

Graduate School of 
Systems Life Sciences

Graduate School of Medical Science

Graduate 
School of 
Engineering

Graduate School of 
Design

Graduate School of 
Information Science and 
Electrical Engineering

Interdisciplinary 
Graduate School of 
Engineering Sciences

Graduate School of 
Integrated Sciences for 
Global Society

Graduate School of 
Bioresource and 
Bioenvironmental Sciences

Graduate School of 
Integrated Frontier 
Sciences

School of 
Letters

School of 
Education

School of 
Law

School of 
Economics

School of 
Sciences

School of Medicine

School of 
Engineering

School of 
Design

School of 
Agriculture

The 21st 
Century 
Program

Science,
Technology,
Engineering 
and 
Mathematics

Science,
Technology,
Engineering 
and 
Mathematics

Science,
Technology,
Engineering 
and 
Mathematics

Science,
Technology,
Engineering 
and 
Mathematics

Social Science 
and 
Humanities

Social Science 
and 
Humanities

Social Science 
and 
Humanities

Social Science 
and 
Humanities

Humanities 
and Sciences 
Fusion

Humanities 
and Sciences 
Fusion

Humanities 
and Sciences 
Fusion

2011 20162015201420132012

First year master’s program/104
Second year doctoral program/73

Introduction to Entrepreneurship 114 students

Idea Lab I 44 students

Basic Entrepreneurship Marketing 47 students

Basic Entrepreneurship Strategic Theory 17 students

Basic Entrepreneurship Organization Science 27 students

Basic Entrepreneurship Accounting and Finance 31 students

Design Thinking 50 students

Applied Entrepreneurship Marketing 9 students

Innovation Management 13 students

Technology Marketing Game in English 6 students

Technology Based Entrepreneurship 19 students

Global Seminar in English 16 students

Applied Entrepreneurship Organization 13 students

【EDGE】Strategic Design Thinking 34 students

Career Design 30 students

Entrepreneurship Seminar 55 students

Idea Lab II 16 students

Core Competence Management 32 students

Technology Marketing Game in Japanese 10 students

Venture Finance 7 students

Advanced Lecture in Research Skills Development 
in English 22 students

New Business Creation 13 students

Advanced Lecture in Corporate Entrepreneurship 30 students

【EDGE】Entrepreneurship in Designing new value 
for BOP people 13 students

【EDGE】Global PBL Program 20 students

【EDGE】Design Innovation PBL Program collabo-
rated with Industry 15 students

Practical Training Program for Regional Manage-
ment 85 students

QREC Internship 1 students

Robert T. Huang/Entrepreneurship ProgramⅡ has not opened a course in the 2016 
academic year.
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■Basics［11Courses］
Course name Main classroom 

Overview Course
Instructor name Lecture times

Introduction to
Entrepreneurship Ito Campus Students learn the fundamentals of entrepreneurship. The entrepreneur 

“always searches for change, responds to it , and exploits it as an 
opportunity” (Drucker, 1993). This is the process of discovering or creating 
a startup opportunity, then using richly creative ideas to translate it or to 
enlarge and strengthen it into a concrete form. In this course, follow along 
with this process while learning the fundamentals of specific methodology, 
including discovering startup opportunities and creating ideas. In addition to 
conveying the necessary knowledge in lectures, we also place importance 
on student participatory, experiential learning that combines workshops, 
group work, and so on.

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects＊

−　KIKAN education subjects for students 
in the second year and above

−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools

−　Joint course with QBS Course

First semester：
Shingo Igarashi(AiRIMaQ)
Megumi Takata(Faculty of Economics)
Second semester：
Shingo Igarashi(AiRIMaQ)

First semester(First half)/Second 
semester(First half)
Wednesdays periods 4&5 consecu-
tive

Idea Lab I Ito Campus Out of a large number of ideas, only one can make it through a process of 
investigation and selection to the point of actual execution. This being the 
case, as many as possible have to be generated from the start or no results 
will be obtained. This course will conduct drills in using familiar, near-at-hand 
materials and divergent thinking to generate large number of ideas in a short 
time, and then using convergent thinking to select the most appropriate 
ideas. At the same time, it will provide opportunities to improve group 
dynamics skills in stimulating and energizing a group in order to carry out 
idea generation in group units so as to devise better solutions. The course 
plan includes having guest speakers for some of the lectures.

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects＊

−　KIKAN education subjects for students 
in the second year and above

−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools

−　Joint course with QBS Course

Shingo Igarashi(AiRIMaQ) First semester(Second half)
Wednesdays periods 4&5 consecutive

Basic Entrepreneurship
Marketing Ito Campus Basic Entrepreneurship Marketing forms one of the four parts of business 

administration. In this course the students learn the basics of marketing. 
Marketing is a concept in all of the activities of corporations and 
organizations that seek to create the products that customers really want, 
provide them with the relevant information, and ensure that the customers 
can effectively obtain that value. It includes management philosophy, 
strategies, mechanisms and processes aimed at clarifying customer needs 
and generating customer value. By learning about the basics of marketing 
and repeatedly discussing examples from real society the course aims to 
endow students with practical abilities in marketing.

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects＊

−　KIKAN education subjects for students 
in the second year and above

−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools

−　Joint course with QBS Course

Hemi Bang
(Part-Time Lecturer：Faculty of
Management Kyushu Sangyo 
University)

First semester(Second half)
Wednesdays period 5
consecutive

Basic Entrepreneurship
Strategic Theory Ito Campus One of the four parts of business administration, this course gives students 

a grounding in the basics of management strategy theory. Management 
strategy seeks to provide policies for people who contribute to just how 
much an organization can achieve sustainable competitive advantage 
and be led to success amid the operating environment surrounding the 
organization. By learning about the various theories behind management 
strategy and repeated discussions of examples from real society the course 
aims to give students the practical ability to formulate strategies.

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects
−　KIKAN education subjects for students 

in the second year and above
−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools
−　Joint course with QBS CourseEi Shu (Faculty of Economics)

First semester(First half)
Wednesdays period 5
consecutive

Basic Entrepreneurship
Organization Science Ito Campus Another of the four par ts of business adminis trat ion , the Basic 

Entrepreneurship Organization Science course teaches students about 
the basics of organizational theory. Organizational theory is the research 
field covering organizations, and forms a part of social sciences. In the 
organizational theory, organizations are constantly faced with external and 
internal chaos and tensions, and are creatively evolving in order to solve 
these problems by choosing to adopt new ways of thinking and behavioral 
patterns. Based on study of the various theories of which organizational 
theory consists, the course seeks to use discussions of various examples 
from real society to help students acquire abilities that can be applied to 
organizational management.

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects

−　KIKAN education subjects for students 
in the second year and above

−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools

−　QBS Course

Hemi Bang
(Part-Time Lecturer：Faculty of 
Management Kyushu Sangyo 
University)

First semester(Second half)
Wednesdays period 4
consecutive

Basic Entrepreneurship
Accounting and Finance Ito Campus One of the four parts of business administration, the course teaches 

students about the basics of accounting and finance. Organizations maintain 
an array of stakes with outside parties, and they need to acquire funds from 
outside of the organization in order to assure their continuance and growth. 
This is the core of finance, and accounting aims to provide stakeholders 
with information centering on the financial statements required for finance. 
On the other hand, accounting information is also imperative as material 
upon which the management can make correct managerial decisions. The 
course provides tuition in the basics of accounting and finance, and through 
repeated discussion of examples from real society it aims to endow students 
with practical abilities in accounting and finance. 

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects

−　KIKAN education subjects for students 
in the second year and above

−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools

−　Joint course with QBS Course
Masaki Matsunaga(QREC)

Second semester(First half)
Wednesdays period 4
consecutive

Career Design Ito Campus As the premise for considering entrepreneurship, this course provides 
an opportunity for each individual student to think about the significance 
and purpose of work, how to design their own career, and the thinking, 
knowledge, behavior and approach required. Clinics for identifying individual 
talents from past performance, seminars using still photos, and special 
lectures are planned.

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects
−　KIKAN education subjects for students 

in the second year and above
−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools
−　Joint course with QBS CourseMasaki Matsunaga(QREC) Second semester(Second half)

Wednesdays periods 4&5 consecutive

Design Thinking Ohashi Satellite LUNETTE “Design thinking” is a “design method open to all people” that was proposed 
by the U.S. design office IDEO and has spread throughout the world. 
This approach has students work in teams to identify issues from the 
perspectives of people’s needs, technology, and business and then think up 
solutions, and is applied beyond the specialized field of design, in business 
and education. This course is a primer for Strategic Design Thinking, where 
students learn the first steps in facilitation, rapid prototyping, teamwork and 
idea development techniques. 

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects
−　KIKAN education subjects for students 

in the second year and above
−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools
−　Joint course with QBS CourseYasuyuki Hirai(Faculty of Design) First semester/Second semester

Eight Saturday and Sunday modules

Entrepreneurship Seminar Ito Campus
One of the basic courses of the QREC subject. We invite eight leading guest 
lectures, and through discussions and workshop, ou can exchange opinions 
directly with the lectures. In this way, you have an opportunity to establish 
points of contact with society, or to judge the distance between society and 
youself. On this course, a Student Planing Committee is recruited enabling 
individual students to select the thime, select and negotiate with lectures 
and so on. In other words, every time, the themes and lectures are chosen 
from a viewpojnt similar to that of the students, so that the lectures address 
hot issue.

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects

−　KIKAN education subjects for students 
in the second year and above

−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools

−　Joint course with QBS Course
Shingo Igarashi(AiRIMaQ) Second semester

Eight Saturday and Sunday modules

■Basic/Application［2Courses］

Robert T. Huang/
Entrepreneurship Program Ⅱ

Pre-visit：Ito Campus
On-site：Silicon Valley
Post-visit：Fukuoka city
＊This course has not opened a 
course in the 2016 academic year.

Held in the U.S. Silicon Valley, the Mecca for entrepreneurship and 
innovation, this course provides opportunities for Kyushu University 
students to come in close contact with the thinking and living styles of 
students as well as business operators, engineers, researchers, and others 
active locally at venture companies, major foreign-affiliated corporations, 
universities, legal firms NPOs, and other enterprises, providing them with 
motivation for considering their ways of living and thinking and future paths 
as well as making them aware of the importance of entrepreneurship (spirit 
of challenge, independent consciousness, and expression of individuality, 
etc.) and global thinking.

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects

−　KIKAN education subjects for students 
in the second year and above

−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools

−　Joint course with QBS CourseHirofumi Taniguchi(AiRIMaQ)
Masaki Matsunaga(QREC)

Second semester
Jan.,Feb.：Pre-visit；
Mar.：On-site，Post-visit

Idea Lab II Ito Campus In Idea Lab I students learned about the idea generation using the 
divergence method. In Idea Lab II, after learning about how to discover 
opportunities arising from changes in the social environment, students 
combine the idea generation from their discoveries using the divergence 
method, and put into practice the idea generation that can solve specific 
issues (particularly those centering on the field of social entrepreneurship). 
Idea Lab II continues with the group work format of Idea Lab I, aiming 
to endow students with improved skills for maximizing the utilization of 
sophisticated team power. 

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects

−　KIKAN education subjects for students 
in the second year and above

−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools

−　Joint course with QBS Course
Shingo Igarashi(AiRIMaQ)

Second semester(Second half)
Wednesday periods 4 & 5
consecutive

■Application［9Courses］
Applied Entrepreneurship Marketing Hakata Satellite Expanding on the marketing basics learned in “Basic Entrepreneurship 

Strategic Theory”, “Basic Entrepreneurship Organizaiton Science” and 
“Basic Entrepreneurship Marketing”, students experientially study practical 
marketing focused on themes such as STP marketing and  consumer value 
using many case studies and workshops and centering on presentations.

−　KIKAN education for General Subjects
○　KIKAN education subjects for students 

in the second year and above
○　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools
−　Joint course with QBS Course

Kenji Hirano
(Part-Time Lecturer:Drug39co.,Ltd)
Shingo Igarashi (AiRIMaQ)

Intensive Summer Course

Innovation Management Hospital Campus With the remarkable speed of technological innovat ion and the 
intensification of competition between corporations, companies are facing 
the important issue of how to achieve value creation. On this course, 
students are introduced to basic knowledge of innovation management and 
market creation from the viewpoint of business administration, learning the 
basic framework of technology and markets.

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects
−　KIKAN education subjects for students 

in the second year and above
−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools
−　Joint course with QBS Course

Ei Shu (Faculty of Economics) First semester
Eight Saturday and Sunday modules

Core Competence Management Hakata Satellite In order to achieve stable, continuous business performance at a high 
level, corporations must establish unique core competencies and maintain 
their competitive superiority. These competencies are multifaceted, 
encompassing brand, core technologies, intellectual property, behavioral 
patterns and so on. On this course, students study the theory and practical 
examples of establishing and managing competitive superiority in business, 
with a particular focus on MOT (management of technology).

−　KIKAN education for General Subjects
−　KIKAN education subjects for students 

in the second year and above
○　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools
○　Joint course with QBS Course

Megumi Takata
(Faculty of Economics)

Second semester
Every other week Friday
(18：30-21：40)

Technology Marketing Game in 
English Ito Campus This intensive course is the equivalent of “Technology Marketing” offered 

in Japanese but will be conducted in English. The best products are not 
necessarily the best selling products. For a product to sell, they must be 
optimized for the market it serves, striking a balance between features and 
price. Students will play a sophisticated marketing management game in 
which stock prices change according to market performance. Executive 
decisions on product development, distribution, HR, marketing and sales 
will be simulated and tested to encourage experiential learning of major 
marketing theories.

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects

−　KIKAN education subjects for students 
in the second year and above

○　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools

−　Joint course with QBS Course

Emi Makino(Part-Time Lecturer：
Tokyo University of Science)

First semester
Intensive Sutarday and Sunday 
Course

Technology Marketing Game in 
Japanese Ito Campus This course uses simulation games. Students study marketing 

experientially through making actual decisions on product 
development, selection of markets, pricing, personnel allocation, 
advertising and surveys and so on from the point of view of a 
business manager in games. 

−　KIKAN education for General Subjects
○　KIKAN education subjects for students 

in the second year and above
○　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools
−　Joint course with QBS Course

Masaki Matsunaga(QREC)
Emi Makino(Part-Time Lecturer：
Tokyo University of Science)

Second semester(First half)
Wednesday periods 4 & 5
consecutive

Applied Entrepreneurship
Organization Nishijin Plaza Organizational management is essential in order to expand the business size 

and attain high efficiency at corporations, public institutions, NPOs and other 
entities. Moreover, at their gestation stage organizations can only secure 
management resources – particularly personnel – on a small scale, and the 
needs for people who will constitute the organization grow hand-in-hand 
with the expansion of that organization, the type of staff required changes, 
and the very methods with which the organization is run have to be altered. 
Students on this course will learn how to set up teams from small numbers to 
large numbers, and how to run those teams.

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects

−　KIKAN education subjects for students 
in the second year and above

−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools

−　Joint course with QBS Course

Jin-ichiro Yamada
(Part-Time Lecturer：Osaka City 
University Graduate School)

Intensive Summer Course

New Business Creation Ito Campus Participants learn about the process of creating a successful business, 
starting with perceiving the seeds of a new business in ideas. Participants 
study how to analyze market opportunities and refine customer value, 
how to acquire customers, how to build up a differential advantage, and so 
on. Learning comes through live lectures by active consultants at major 
consulting firms and group work. The course concludes with presentations 
of business plans by each group, providing opportunities for participants to 
learn from each other.

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects
−　KIKAN education subjects for students 

in the second year and above
−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools
−　Joint course with QBS Course

Masataka Sugimoto
(Part-Time Lecturer：Deloitte Tohm-
atsu Consulting)

Second semester
Intensive Course
Eight Saturday and Sunday modules

Venture Finance Nishijin Plaza In this course, students study the entrepreneurship, finance, and 
fund theory. The course aims to aims to eqip students with the skills 
to evaluate and invest in business start-up opportunities (or have 
their business start-up invested in) from the perspective of investors 
and entrepreneurs.

−　KIKAN education for General Subjects
○　KIKAN education subjects for students 

in the second year and above
○　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools
　　Joint course with QBS Course

Hironori Higashide
(Part-Time Lecturer：Waseda Uni-
versity Business School)

Second semester
Intensive Sutarday and Sunday 
Course

Advanced Lecture in Practical
Research Skills Develoment in English Chikushi Campus Over the master’s and doctoral courses, you have to develop 

knowledge and skills that equip you to undertake independent 
research at the front of your field. This course provides you how to 
develop your research skills practically.

−　KIKAN education for General Subjects
−　KIKAN education subjects for students 

in the second year and above
○　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools
○　Join course with Interdisciplinary 

Graduate School of Engineering Sciences

Yuichi Harada
(Global Innovation Center)

Second semester(First half)
Friday periods 4 & 5
consecutive

■Practice［9Courses］
Technology Based Entrepreneurship Hakata Satellite Technology Based Entrepreneurship is one of QREC’s pract ical -

based courses. It covers practical study of recognizing chances for 
entrepreneurship, the idea generation to utilize these chances, analysis of 
potential markets, examination of business models, creating proposals for 
strategies aimed at turning ideas into viable businesses, the actual launch 
of businesses, and their integration. The course places a particular focus 
on the technology seeds that form the bedrock of technologies, providing 
study in a practical format of using intellectual property and confidential 
agreements, and how to start a business while grasping the initiative in the 
face of competition from large rival companies. Various forms of case study-
based learning are utilized and a couple of practical sessions are held that 
deal with actual technology seeds.

−　KIKAN education for General Subjects

○　KIKAN education subjects for students 
in the second year and above

○　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools

○　Joint course with QBS Course
Shingo Igarashi(AiRIMaQ)

First semester(Second half)
Every other week Friday periods 
6 & 7
consecutive(18:30-21:40)

Strategic Design Thinking Ohashi Satellite LUNETTE Design Thinking is a problem solving approach, from problem discovery to 
proposal of solutions, applying the methods of designers and taking human 
observation as its starting point. Advocated by the American design firm 
IDEO, it spread around the world. Going beyond the concept of design in the 
narrow sense, it is an effective method for problem-solving in various fields, 
and it is used in many areas such as business and education. On this course, 
IDEO staff are invited as lecturers. Students experience concrete methods 
of solving social issues using design thinking, as well as the process of 
transforming ideas into actual business. There are also lectures in English.

−　KIKAN education for General Subjects
○　KIKAN education subjects for students 

in the second year and above
−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools
−　Joint course with QBS Course
○　Joint course with Graduate School of 

Design Course
○　Joint course with Department of indus-

trial design school of Design Course

Toru Tanigawa(QREC)
Yasuyuki Hirai(Faculty of Design)

Second semester
Intensive Summer Course
Fourdays in September

Global Seminar in English Ito Campus QREC invited some educators from Sweden. They are educators for 
technology-based entrepreneurship. Their school is one of the best 
practices in entrepreneurship education field. In this course, we discussed 
with “Idea Evaluation” with a thorough analysis of early-stage innovation idea 
for research utilization, especially focused on the ideas from basic research, 
for example, in Life Science and Material Science.

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects
−　KIKAN education subjects for students 

in the second year and above
○　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools
−　Joint course with QBS Course

Shingo Igarashi(AiRIMaQ)
Second semester
Intensive Summer Course
Saturday and Sunday in August

Advanced Lecture in  Corporate 
Entrepreneurship Hakata Satellite Students learn about intrapreneurship and in-house venture capital through 

classroom learning and case studies. While in-house ventures have the 
benefit of easy access to capital, they face unique issues such as the pay 
and incentive system, and responding to changes in the management policy 
of the host department, requiring appropriate organizational design to 
address them. Students learn the best practices in companies in Japan and 
overseas through case studies.

−　KIKAN education for General Subjects
−　KIKAN education subjects for students 

in the second year and above
○　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools
○　Joint course with QBS Course

Hironobu Tamaki
(Part-Time Lecturer：Prefectural 
University of Hiroshima)

Second semester
Every other week Friday
(18：30-21：40)

Practical Training Program for 
Regional Management Hakata Satellite, others

Students in the program are given a sense of awareness about 
all sorts of regional issues, and through the process of searching 
fo r  ways o f  so lv ing them learn abou t  po l i cy  des ign methods .  
While envisaging a future vision for the regions with regard to a number of 
policy issues, they discover solutions that can solve local issues, and spread 
knowledge about these discoveries as social systems. These skills are 
acquired through workshops that are held in group units and form a single 
flow composed of the above. In parallel with these studies, external experts 
are invited to speak to the students and their awareness of the current 
state of affairs and the issues being faced is enriched and deepened. The 
latest course will take as its theme “the creation of new value through social 
innovation,” and will aim to generate proposals for initiatives and business 
plans that will tie in with the creation of new regional industries in the future. 
The students will compile reports on their work and make presentations 
about the results. 

−　KIKAN education for General Subjects

−　KIKAN education subjects for students 
in the second year and above

○　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools

−　Joint course with QBS Course

Hirofumi Taniguchi(AiRIMaQ)
Yasushi Togo(Faculty of Design)
Akira Omoto(Faculty of Design)

Every semester
Every other week Saturday

QREC Internship Students basically look for a company that will host their internship on their 
own initiative, with advice from their tutor. Minimum standards of English 
ability may be set for overseas internships. The details are covered through 
individual guidance.

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects
−　KIKAN education subjects for students 

in the second year and above
−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools
−　Joint course with QBS CourseShingo Igarashi(AiRIMaQ) Every semester

Entrepreneurship in 
Designing new value for 
BOP people

Ito Campus
On-site：India(Jaipur)

In order to create services and businesses aimed at solving issues in 
the “base of the pyramid” (BOP) countries, students use design thinking 
methods and learn through studies based on on-site fieldwork. The course 
aims to improve the students’ understanding of entrepreneurship, MOT, 
design thinking, issues in developing countries and diverse cultures and 
improvement in communication skills. Students are sought from across the 
entire university, and the teaching adopts an intensive workshop format that 
includes on-site research for 10 days between June and September each 
year.

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects

−　KIKAN education subjects for students 
in the second year and above

−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools

−　Joint course with QBS CourseToru Tanigawa(QREC)
First semester intensive course
Eight Saturday and Sunday modules 
from June to September

Global PBL Program Ohashi Satellite
On-site：Aalto University

This program is conducted jointly with Aalto University in Finland using a 
PBL format. It is conducted with Aalto University at the same time using the 
same themes, and students use the design thinking approach to propose 
specific solutions to social issues. By discussing and resolving the same 
issues with students overseas, the program aims to improve participants’ 
social understanding, international awareness, and problem-solving abilities. 
Workshops are held on several weekends over a number of months. At the 
end of the program, evaluation is conducted through a public presentation in 
Helsinki.

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects
−　KIKAN education subjects for students 

in the second year and above
−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools
−　Joint course with QBS Course
○　Joint course with Graduate School of 

Design Course

Toru Tanigawa(QREC)
Yasuyuki Hirai(Faculty of Design) Second semester intensive course

Design Innovation PBL 
Program collaborated 
with Industry

Ito Campus
The course aims to achieve futuristic themes related to industry, with the 
participation of corporations. The students are drawn from a wide range of 
fields and companies, and this practical academia-industry program uses 
field studies and design thinking methods to achieve and make commercially 
viable various actual products and new services. It is based on the popular 
ME310 design innovation course conducted at Stanford University in the 
U.S. While the lectures are mainly workshop-based, external Fablabs are 
used and students’ skills in using 3D printers and other technological tools 
in prototyping and presentations are honed. Graduate and undergraduate 
students from across the whole university are invited to take the course, 
which is conducted in conjunction with the Graduate School of Engineering. 

○　KIKAN education for General Subjects

−　KIKAN education subjects for students 
in the second year and above

−　KIKAN Education for Graduate Schools

−　Joint course with QBS CourseToru Tanigawa(QREC) Second semester intensive course

＊Not for graduates

Remote Lecture

Remote Lecture

Remote Lecture

Remote Lecture

Remote Lecture

Remote Lecture

Remote Lecture
(Only Second semester)
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Technology Marketing Game in
Japanese Instructor: Masaki Matsunaga (QREC)

You cannot necessarily sell more by adding more functions; in fact, the truth is quite the opposite. This might sound obvi-
ous——however, once you start developing and marketing your own product, it is more often than not forgotten because 
you have brand-new technology you want to put on or you hate to be outpaced by your competitors. 
In “Technology Marketing Game,” students engage in “MarkStrat,” a management simulation game that is utilized by 
a range of top-notch business schools around the world, and experientially learn how easily you can be caught by the 
aforementioned thought-tunnel, as well as how to avoid it. They are divvied up into several teams to compete against each 
other in a market and thereby learn how to run a tech-based company well. In so doing, they acquire effective leadership 
and decision-making skills in a virtual yet realistic setting. 

Strategic Design Thinking Instructor: Yasuyuki Hirai (Faculty of Design)

In this course, lectures take the format of workshops presented by guest instructors from IDEO, the U.S. design 
consulting firm that first introduced “design thinking”. As a human-centered approach to innovation, design thinking 
applies designer sensibility and methods and is defined as something that combines (1) human needs, (2) skills for real-
izing ideas, and (3) business. Design thinking enables the sensibility and methods of designers to be used by people 
other than those in the design field and can also be used to identify “formless” social issues and think up solutions. 
In the 2016 academic year, the theme of the recent Kumamoto earthquakes was selected. The research question of 
"how can we help the recovery of the disaster site and the people living there?" was set, and the students explored 
what could be done through design. Using the design thinking process, the themes of issue finding and solving and the 
proposal of business models were explored along with the sic sub-themes of the Kumamoto bear character, the koko 
kara ("from now on") web service, agricultural platforms, tab letters, JOB X JOB X JOB, and the black rotary dial 
telephone class. 

Practical Training Program 
for Regional Management Instructor: Hirofumi Taniguchi (AiRIMaQ)

In a context of declining populations and a rapidly aging society, declining international competitiveness, and other severe 
environmental conditions, local regions and communities must formulate their own future image without relying on cen-
tral government in order to sustain local dynamic power and search out ways to new growth. It is important for them to 
possess the capabilities in themselves to plan their own measures to realize those aims. 
This course seeks to develop people with strong planning and implementation ability who can contribute to solving 
regional issues. Participants work with professionals from outside the university to discover solutions to social issues, 
experiencing the processes of developing a project. Every year, the course takes up current hot topics and turns them 
over to thoroughgoing group debate from a variety of angles. To date, these debates have covered such topics as growth 
strategies, tourism, global human resource development, transportation, energy, crisis management and emergency coun-
termeasures, agriculture, forestry, local resources, health care and long term care, local communities in an aged society, 
local government over broader areas, and the "Kyushu-Fu" concept for governing Kyushu as a single administrative area. 
In the 2016 academic year, under the common theme of "creating new value using social innovation," students split into 
groups dealing with car-sharing, sharing cities, healthcare, use of geographical space information, public benefit corpora-
tions, and regional communities，compiled their recommendations, and on the last day of the course made presentations 
on each theme to people in charge of policymaking. The resolution of social issues using business methods and policy 
creation maximizing the knowledge of those in the working place are undoubtedly innovative exercises, and the course 
aims to foster social entrepreneurs who are not only good at planning but are also endowed with the power to get things 
done, and plenty of passion. 

Idea Lab I Of the many ideas, only one can actu-
ally be realized through the process of 
detailed scrutiny and selection. That 
being the case, if there are not many 
ideas to begin with good results cannot 
be expected. On the course students 
rapidly created many ideas using di-
vergent methods and familiar objects 
around them such as paper clips, post-it 
notes and plastic bottles, and learned 
how to appropriately select ideas using 
the convergence method. The students 
are mainly 1st-year students, and the 
course aims to nurture in them an abil-
ity to think freely and not be tied down 
by their preconceptions. 
In the 2016 academic year, Takahiko 
Nomura of Future Sessions Inc., a 
company excelling in facilitation, was 
invited and an ideathon was held on 
the theme of “the future of Itoshima” 
(a coastal city in Fukuoka Prefecture) 
using scenario planning, at the end of 
which the teams attending presented 
their visions for the future.

Instructor: Shingo Igarashi (AiRIMaQ)
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Innovation Management
Instructor: Ei Shu (Faculty of Economics)

This course introduces the processes of technology 
formation from a business administration perspective 
and the basic theory of competition in technology, and 
students learn about conceptual approaches and frame-
works of technology and markets. How do corporations 
produce innovation, how do they tie it in with manage-
ment results, and what needs to be done to accomplish 
this. Students explore clues concerning answers to these 
practical questions by studying the characteristics of the 
phenomenon of innovation and its influence on corporate 
competition, and what form corporate strategy should 
take for the process of disseminating innovation. The 
aim is for students to learn the fundamental concepts 
of business administration involved and reach an under-
standing through discussion of specific cases. 
In the 2016 academic year, the course centered mainly 
on innovation in the manufacturing sector, with lectures 
on the theory of the chasm in technological diffusion 
and business models aimed at alleviating this issue. The 
format of the teaching consists, in addition to lectures, of 
teamwork on specific projects and many other styles of 
tuition, all of which were aimed at trying to encourage 
mutual dialog between students and lecturer.

Advanced Lecture in Research 
Skills Development (English)

Instructor: Yuichi Harada (Global Innovation Center)

This lecture course gives the tailor-made education 
for each graduate student to deeply think research 
process steps in their own research projects based on 
active learning. In 2015 academic year, it was given 
in Japanese, but this year was given in English.
In lectures, we consider each steps of research value 
chain from the creation of a research project to the 
publication of research results and further develop-
ment of the research achievement. In each lecture, 
they have to do the assignment before the lecture 
and present their homework and discuss among stu-
dents. Binding of each outcome gives the whole pro-
cess for producing their own thesis automatically.
The total participants were twelve and all of them 
were foreign students. The lecture is based on tailor-
made style and this number is quite suitable for good 
education. After collecting the questionnaire, it is 
found that all of them were satisfied with the lecture 
and the lecture course was very valuable for their 
carrier.

Design Innovation PBL Program 
collaborated with Industry Instructor: Toru Tanigawa (QREC)

Aiming to achieve futuristic themes related to industry, this practical academia-industry program draws students from 
a wide range of fields and company employees through the participation of corporations with the objective of creating 
concrete products using design thinking methods. 
In the 2016 academic year, under the theme of "The Internet of Things (IoT) making long distance movement enjoyable" 
was set, and a total of 17 participants (four undergraduates, six graduates, and seven people from Toyota Kyushu and 
Kyushu Railway Company) were divided into four groups, and from October 2016 to January 2017 they spent five times 
a week, seven-and-a-half days each week in all, on workshops and fieldwork. 
They started by observing users within Fukuoka City, then held a workshop in the classroom, devised a prototype using 
digital devices and drew up a business plan. These are experiences that neither students nor working adults are usually 
given an opportunity to enjoy, and it appeared as though the participants were greatly stimulated by these chances. Dur-
ing this fiscal year the element of “discerning the future” was incorporated into the course, and still greater efforts were 
put into nurturing creativity. The plans of the students were in every case not only unique but useful too. The workshops 
were highly commended by the participating companies, which said that from the point of view of personnel who tend to 
become buried in their day to day work, they had a considerable effect from the perspective of human resource fostering. 

Core Competence Management Instructor: Megumi Takata (Faculty of Economics)

Students on this course focus on the conditions for a business to achieve high levels of stable, continuous growth, and par-
ticularly on the core capabilities and resources that serve as a wellspring of competitive advantage from the perspective 
of management of technology (MOT) that other companies cannot imitate, and learn methods for forming and making 
use of these conditions. Specifically, the course takes up such various topics as core technologies, intellectual property, 
incorporating external resources (alliances, industry-university collaboration), agility and fast mover advantages, technol-
ogy brands, competitive advantage as seen by investors, and so on. 
In the 2016 academic year, course figures working on the frontline from major corporations, open innovation intermediar-
ies and financial institutions were invited as extramural lecturers, and the source of their competitive superiority was 
elucidated through discussions. At each lecture, students are requested to submit a report on a previously set theme, 
which is discussed in groups on the day of the lecture, and then presented to the lecturer, who promotes further discus-
sion whilst appraising the report.

New Business Creation
Instructor：Masataka Sugimoto
（Part-Time Lecturer：Deloitte Tohmatsu Consulting）

Basic Entrepreneurship Marketing
Instructor：Hemi Bang
（Part-Time Lecturer：Faculty of Management Kyushu Sangyo University）

Applied Entrepreneurship Organization
Instructor：Jin-ichiro Yamada
（Part-Time Lecturer：Osaka City University Graduate School）

Applied Entrepreneurship Marketing
Instructor：Kenji Hirano（Part-Time Lecturer：Drug 39 co.,Ltd）

Venture Finance
Instructor：Hironori Higashide
（Part-Time Lecturer：Waseda University Business School）

Advanced Lecture in Corporate Entrepreneurship
Instructor：Hironobu Tamaki
（Part-Time Lecturer：Prefectural University of Hiroshima）
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“Unprecedented encounters and connections are 
tremendous assets”
QREC courses are very different from general and major subject courses as they are centered 
on not only economics but also other business aspects and creativity. Here the concept of 
“business” is unique, focusing not so much on ways to make money but rather digging deeply 
into your life’s work—that is to say, discovering how far you will take on the challenge of 
new and interesting things based on your individual capabilities and ideas. Since the majority 
of lectures are highly stimulating, many of my classmates are naturally enterprising and/or 
individualistic, and so another highlight of the program is being able to encounter not only 
interesting lectures but also interesting people as unprecedented meetings and connections 
are born. For me personally, Associate Professor Jin-Ichiro Yamada, who sometimes teaches 
intensive courses, especially adds a lot of spice to the course with his distinctive way of speak-
ing and broad knowledge, as do lectures presented by various business proprietors.

VOICE1

5th year,
Department of Systems 
Life Sciences
Graduate School of 
Systems Life Sciences

Yuki Ieiri

“Opportunities providing new, qualitative
 perspectives”
Through QREC lectures and courses I have learned how to discover problems for myself, 
then create ideas and give form to these ideas. There are many problems in the world that 
need solving, and on the level of everyday life, I am sure that everyone has felt “if only XXX 
were more YYY” at some time or another. However, there are surprisingly few people who, 
instead of just complaining, are capable of thinking about how the problem can be resolved 
and taking action to resolve it, giving form to their solution. At QREC, students think about 
how to proceed and how to bring together people or raise money based on their own ideas, 
all the while receiving generous advice from instructors. Despite studying medicine—a tradi-
tionally accumulation-type academic field—I believe that acquiring a perspective that enables 
me to creatively take on new challenges has been a tremendously valuable experience. In my 
student life so far I have created businesses in fields such intercultural understanding (which 
is an interest of mine), but in future I would also like to create things that benefit the people 
of the world in the field of medicine, which is my specialty.

VOICE 3

3rd year,
Department of Medicine, 
School of Medicine

Yuki 
Fujishima

“Comradery transcending major fields, university 
years, and nationalities, and Step-up”
The mission of QREC is to “produce future entrepreneurial leaders who can spread their 
wings internationally, and with a sense of independence and ambition, a global point of view, 
and a willingness to actively create new values”. Accordingly, QREC provides students with 
opportunities to discover their own dreams and achieve tremendous growth as they push 
forward towards realizing these dreams.
Beginning with basic courses, I have taken several courses in the form of international 
projects. Of these, through the overseas training programs QREP (Silicon Valley) and QBEP 
(Bangladesh) especially I felt that I gained a solid foundation leading to the future by expe-
riencing entrepreneurship in two regions at the opposite extremes of economic development 
stages. Furthermore, outside of classes I was also selected to take part in an “Idea Battle” as 
part of an international team with members from Malaysia, and we created a prototype app. 
for use by foreign nationals living in Fukuoka.
If you have already decided your major field or goals, or if you have not yet discovered what 
it is you want to do in the future, I thoroughly recommend taking the QREC program, as it 
enables you to better yourself in friendly competition with classmates oozing individuality, 
transcending specialist fields and university years, and sometimes even nationalities.VOICE 2

3rd year,
Department of Economy 
and Business, School of 
Economics

Haruka 
Hashimoto

“Acquire the grooming necessary for working 
adults in society!”
What skills do you think are required for living and working in society? Economic or manage-
ment skills? Or perhaps communication skills? Courses offered by the QREC program enable 
students to acquire all of these skills in a well-balanced manner. In addition, more than any-
thing else, students are able to acquire basic knowledge that will enable them to view overall 
corporate organizations from a broad perspective. In particular, the program contains a rich 
variety of “entrepreneurship” subjects, but perhaps there are some of you reading this who 
think entrepreneurship is totally unrelated to finding employment. Entrepreneurial thinking 
is necessary for not only people who launch companies, but also for general employees. De-
pending on whether you are “being made to work” or are “working” for the benefit of your 
company, as well as how you interpret and process happenings at the company, will greatly 
affect your own values. Although many classes use a lot of specialized terminology and may 
be confusing at first, many of these words also appear in company brochures. I entered soci-
ety as a working adult once before, but I had many disappointing experiences due to my lack 
of knowledge. Being able to study systematically is a huge advantage that students enjoy. I 
can recommend taking program as a means of acquiring the grooming necessary for working 
adults in society.VOICE 4

1st year,
Kansei Value Creation 
Course, Department of 
Kansei Science, Gradu-
ate School of Integrated 
Frontier Sciences

Mayuko 
Eguchi

（Student grades, as of March, 2017）

Practice
Application

Basics

■Advanced Lecture in Introduction to Entrepreneurship(First semester in 2014)
(2014) (2016)

■Advanced Lecture in Idea Lab I 
　(First semester in 2014)

■Advanced Lecture in Design Thinking
 (First semester in 2014)

■Advanced Lecture in Global Seminar 
　in English (Second semester in 2014)

■■QREP (Second semester in 2014)

■Advanced Lecture in Entrepreneurship 
Management I (First semester in 2015)

■Idea Battle 2014
 　(Themes suggested：Application for promoting better health using bid data)
　*Member

■Applied Entrepreneurship Organization
　(First semester in 2016)

■Advanced Lecture in Technology Marketing 
　Game in Japanese (Second semester in 2016)

■New Business Creation
　(Second semester in 2016)

Practice
Application

Basics

(2014) (2016)

■Entrepreneurship in Designing new value for BOP people (2015)

■Technology Marketing in English (2014)

■Introduce to Entrepreneurship (2014)

■C&C 2015
　 (Project name：Medical Fabrication Laboratory)

■Idea Battle 2016 ： 1st Battle
　（Themes suggested：International 
　exchange and town revitalization）
　*Representative

Practice
Application

Basics

(2014) (2016)
■Introduction to Entrepreneurship (2014)

■Idea Lab I (2014)

■■QREP (2014)

■Idea Battle 2016 : 1st Battle
　(Themes suggested：Doctor Bookings)
　*Member

■Applied Entrepreneurship Marketing (2016)

■Entrepreneurship in Designing new value for BOP people (2015)

■Global PBL Program (2016)

■Global Seminar in English (2016) Application
Basics

■Design Thinking (Second semester in 2016)

■Basic Entrepreneurship Strategic Theory (First semester in 2016)

■Basic Entrepreneurship Accounting and Finance (First semester in 2016)

■Basic Entrepreneurship Organization Science
　(First semester in 2016)

■Basic Entrepreneurship Marketing (First semester in 2016)

■Applied Entrepreneurship Marketing (First semester in 2016)

■Applied Entrepreneurship organization (Second semester in 2016)

■Innovation Management (First semester in 2016)
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State of activities thus far
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Speciality Programs

S.I.P

1,495

2011～2016 participants 1997～2016 participants

Jump Out Challenge(J.O.C)

 ju
mp

step

hop

Idea Battle

Challenge and 
Creation
（C&C）

Global
Challenge and
Creation
（G.C＆C）

Jump Out
Challenge
（J.O.C）

Achievements 
in thereal 
society

（commercialization,
development into an
actual business）

Startup Simulation program 
at the Kyushu University

（QSHOP）

Entrepreneurship seminar

Plan ActionDo/Check

Mentoring and Coaching by QREC

Pro
ject
-ba
sed
 lea
rnin
g

Entrepreneurship seminar 

Kyushu University Robert T. Huang／Entrepreneurship ProgramⅡ

Challenge and Creation(C&C)

Academic Challenge(AC)

Startup Simulation program at the 
Kyushu University (QSHOP)

Global Challenge and Creation (G.C&C)

Idea Battle

students

825276 Challenge and Creation（C&C）
students students

12550 Academic Challenge（AC）
students students

9750 Entrepreneurship seminar 
students students

324324 Startup Simulation program at 
the Kyushu University（QSHOP）students students

9797 Idea Battle
students students

99 Jump Out Challenge（J.O.C）
students students

1818 Global Challenge and Creation 
（G.C&C）students students

S
tartup S

im
ulation program

 at the 
K
yushu U

niversity（
Q
S
H
O
P
）

＜
 C
&
C
 issue them

es ＞
C
hallenge and C

reation
（
C
&
C
）

Idea 
B
attle

Challenge and Creation（C&C）

Idea Battle

From 
1997 to 2016, 
a total of 

1,495 students 
participated.

Number of 
project 

participants

In total, there were 
eight programs offered 
as S. I . P.s. 
These programs were 
designed for students 
to participate by adding 
steps from the initial 
idea stage up to the 
specific implementation 
stage.

The years below are the years of participation.

2015

2016

2016

2016

2015

2015

2016

2013
2014

Challenge and Creation  2016
President’s Award

Best Technology 
Award in TECO 
Green Tech 2015

Silver Medal Prize 
Award in TECO 
Green Tech 2016

Panel Award in
Power of the 
Land Contest 

Challenge and Creation 2013, 2014
President’s Award

Challenge and Creation 2015
President’s Award

Challenge and Creation 2016 
Excellence Award

Challenge and Creation 2016 
Excellence Award

2016

2016

2015

2015

2016

In the 2016 academic year, students took on the following distinctive programs step by step, 
leading to receiving an award and starting ups.

G
lobal C

hallenge and 
C
reation (G

.C
&
C
)

J
um
p O
ut C

hallenge
(J
.O
.C
)

Matching housing for the 
elderly and young people

Agri-bio / healthcare

Idea Battle

“Medicine / Nutrition”, development of
food products for diabetes prevention

Open theme

Open theme

Open theme

Startup Simulation program at 
the Kyushu University（QSHOP）

Practice of Preemptive Medicine 
though Food Development and 
Distribution : a Nutritional 
Approach to Diabetes

Kyushu University Gibier Project

Challenge and Creation（C&C）

ITOSHIMA GIBIER
LABORATORY Inc.
has started in 2016

Challenge and Creation（C&C）

Development of a new rotary wind 
tunnel capable of reproducing 
fluctuations in wind direction

Open theme

New Style of Interaction Between 
Kyushu University Students and 
Local Residents Living in the 
Vicinity of the Ito Campus

Wind｠Turbine｠Innovation Project

Bringing Entertainment to 
Hospitals

Business creation

Business creation

Bicycle Power Check Service

Wind Turbine Innovation Project Ja-PAN
（Japanese bread）
project

Challenge and Creation（C&C）

Challenge and Creation（C&C）

Challenge and Creation（C&C）

Challenge and Creation（C&C）

Jump Out Challenge（J.O.C）

JAPAN FUDO INDUSTRY Inc.
 has started in 2016

Global Challenge and Creation（G.C&C）

“Medicine / Nutrition”,
development of food products 
for diabetes prevention

Since the launch of C&C in 1997, QREC has been offering a number of Student Initiative Programs (S. I. P.s). In the 2016 academic year too,
we established a series of programs and provided all of our students with many opportunities to display their progress. 
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http://qrec.kyushu-u.ac . jp/en/joc

Challenging a world of
 globalization! Let us d

o battle with overseas 
students!!

Try your skill outside 
the university! 

Try out your idea plan
!

Show the world your
 creative and innova

tive ideas!!

Global Challenge and Creation［G.C&C］ Idea Battle
http://qrec.kyushu-u.ac.jp/en/ideabattlehttp://qrec.kyushu-u.ac.jp/en/gcc

Jump Out Challenge［J.O.C］

2016 TECO Green Tech Contest （Taiwan）
Date：August 23 (Tue.), 2016

［2016 participation project］  

Presentation theme : “Wind Turbine Innovation Project”
Representative : Yuya Otaki（The21st Century Program, 
B4） and four other participants

Women in Sustainable Agriculture Conference 
“Power of the Land Contest” (in Tokyo)
Date:March 7 (Tue.), 2017

［2016 participation project］  

Participation project：「Ja-PAN（Japanese bread）project」
Representative：Masaki Yamamoto (Department of Medicine, 
School of Medicine, 3rd year) and one other participant.

Global Chal lenge and Creation (G.C&C) provides opportunit ies for students to compete directly with overseas students in 
student business plan competit ions ,  and gives them experience in the process of turning their ideas into practical services 
and goods that wil l  bring value to society. Its purpose is to foster and let students acquire a ful ly-fledged entrepreneurship 
that wil l  achieve results in international society, and a sense of innovation and global ism. Plenty of chances are given for 
students to apply to take part in overseas business plan competit ions and hackathons, and support is provided through 
mentoring and financial aid for air fares and so on.

Idea Battle is a new project that was first set up in the 2014 academic year. It enables 
the suggesting of more realistic projects by providing advice from mentors and prelimi-
nary research into the latent needs, competitive technologies and intellectual property 
rights regarding the creative but unrefined ideas cradled by the students. When an idea 
is chosen for Idea Battle it is researched and inves-tigated in detail for around three 
months, after which a highly accurate project plan is fleshed out and the team to 
execute the project assembled. Finally, a presentation of the project plan is given at the 
final presentation, and by sharing the plan with those assembled a chance is provided 
fir brushing up the idea and this serves as a preparatory exercise before the next stage 
of action is taken. Within the QREC projects the Idea Battle is positioned as a prelimi-
nary stage for Challenge & Creation(C&C) and applying to take part in external business 
plan competitions and other such events. It is held twice a year, with a 1st Battle and 2nd 
Battle.
In the 1st Battle in the 2016 academic year, there were 7 proposals, of which all were 
adopted, and in the 2nd Battle, seven out of 12 proposals were adopted.

The participation of Kyushu University students in off-campus domestic business 
contests and project contests is encouraged. The students are able to ascertain 
their own standing through the experience of interaction and matches outside the 
university ,  and this helps them to acquire the abi l i ty to look at thins from a broad 
perspective and execute their projects .
In the 2016 academic year ,  entries were received for three projects ;  one of these 
projects was entered in the contest and won a prize .
This project  exper imented with the development and supply of  g luten- free bread 
with the aim of providing happiness to people with food difficult ies due to al lergies 
f rom the perspect ive  o f  med ica l  s tudents .  These  act iv i t i es  were  recogn ized and 
the project received the “Panel Award”.

Idea Battle 1st Battle　（Total ７proposals）

Theme Scope of Themes Representative
name Graduate/Undergraduate school Major/Department Year

1 Kyushu University app. Information and communications 
technology(ICT) Atsushi Shimizu School of Engineering

Department of Earth 
Resources, Marine and 
Civil Engineering

B1

2
Construction of a new eco-system 
using a smartphone app that col-
lects class evaluations

Information and communications 
technology(ICT) Daisuke Harada School of Engineering

Department of Electrical 
Engineering and Computer 
Science

B4

３ Doctor Bookings Information and communications 
technology(ICT)

Ahmad 
Syahrin Idris

Interdisciplinary Graduate School 
of Engineering Sciences

Applied Science for 
Electronics and Materials D2

４ Transform an entire island into a 
cat cafe

Other:community promotion and environ-
mental protection Natsuki Taira School of Science Department of Chemistry B3

５ Creation of media introducing 
smart apps. Other Fumiya Sagara The 21st Century Program ー B2

6 International exchange and town 
revitalization Other Yuuki Fujishima School of Medicine Department of Medicine B3

7 Reduce sudden cardiac death!  
Passing the baton of life Other: education and training Hikari Yamatsu School of Medicine Department of Medicine B3

［2016 Selected projects］

Idea Battle 2nd Battle　（Total 12proposals）

Theme Scope of Themes Representative 
name

Graduate/Undergraduate 
school Major/Department Year

1 Course registration support website Information and communications 
technology(ICT) Hiroki Ohmi School of Economics Department of Economy and 

Business B1

2 AI secretary: MINE Information and communications 
technology(ICT) Fumiya Sagara The 21st Century Program ー B2

3
Collaboration: revision of methods for indicat-
ing organ donation wishes on donor cards 
and promoting diffusion of donor cards

Other：Aggregation/healthcare Keisuke Koide School of Medicine Department of Medicine B2

4 Regional revitalization of Shikanoshima Island Other：Regional revitalization Natsuko Kitagawa School of Agriculture Department of Bioresource 
and Bioenvironment B1

5 Exciting t-shirt project Other：Advertising activities Takato Matsumoto The 21st Century Program ー B1

6 Creation of forums where Kyushu University 
students can be proud of Kyushu University Other：Lifestyle Haruka Takeshita School of Agriculture Department of Bioresource 

and Bioenvironment B1

7
Creation of mechanisms for Kyushu Univer-
sity students to enjoy nature and support 
agricultural, forestry, and fishery industries

Other：Tourism promotion, food and 
agriculture education, and regional 
invigoration

Risa Matsubara School of Agriculture
Agricultural Economics 
field, Agricultural Re-
sources, Engineering and 
Economics

B2

We have been part icipat ing in th is project for three 
consecutive years. In the 2016 academic year, we proposed 
the “Dual Rotor Wind Turbine Using Differential Mechanism”, 
which was developed independently with the aim of increasing 
the efficiency of small-scale wind turbine generators. The 
originality and feasibility of the turbine was highly evaluated, 
and the project was awarded the Silver Prize (2nd place).

1st Battle 2nd Battle 2nd Battle
（Final presentation）

Compete with parties outside of the university!

Let's try out your idea plan! 
The participation of Kyushu University
students in off-campus domestic business 
contests and project contests is encouraged. 
The students are able to ascertain their own 
standing through the experience of 
interaction and matches outside the university, 

and this helps them to acquire the ability 
to look at things from a broad perspective 
and execute their projects.

Challenging a world of globalization!
Let us do battle with overseas students!!Global Challenge and Creation (G.C＆C) provides

opportunities for students to compete directly 

with overseas students in student business plan

competitions, and gives them experience in the

process of turning their ideas into practical 
services and goods that will bring value to
society. Its purpose is to foster and let students

acquire a fully-fledged entrepreneurship that
will achieve results in international society,
and a sense of innovation and globalism. 

Robert T. Huang Entreprenership Center of Kyushu University

Common Facility 1 2F, 744 Motooka, Nishi-ku, Fukuoka 819-0395, Japan

Phone： +81-92-802-6060 E-mail： support@qrec.kyushu-u.ac.jp

Contact

For more informationto the followingQREC website

Now accepting entries for 2016 academic year

This challenge is a university-wide effort. QREC will support your ideas for business plans. Awaiting your entry!

society. Its purpose is to foster and let students

acquire a fully-fledged entrepreneurship that

Project-Based Learning

Idea Battle

Challenge and Creation Jump Out Challenge

Global Challenge and Creation

Achievementsin thereal society
（commercialization,development into an actual business）

(C&C) (J.O.C)

(G.C&C)

http://qrec.kyushu-u.ac.jp/en/

Interested in an international/domestic challenge to create a winning business plan?

QREC is seeking ideas for business plans!

Application deadlines are every quarter!
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A program support
ed with research g

rants for 

students to learn r
esearch managemen

t 

Academic Challenge［AC］
http://qrec.kyushu-u.ac . jp/en/ac

Challenge and Creation［C&C］
http://qrec.kyushu-u.ac.jp/en/cc/

Challenge and Creation［C&C］2016 selected projects

A c a d e m i c
C h a l l e n g e

For Kyushu University
Graduate Students

A university-wide effo
rt to promote one-yea

r projects aided 

by grants from the K
yushu University Fun

d.

With the idea of producing a creative, challenging environment, C&C was begun in 1997 as an annual 
university-wide effort designed to provide assistance to unique ideas and research projects planned by 
Kyushu University students. The program now epitomizes Kyushu University's unique approach to 
education. Ideas and study projects proposed by individual students and groups of students are 
evaluated for novelty and societal impact, with eight teams being selected to receive up to 500,000 yen 
to support their activities to realize the project goals. About one year later, the teams present reports 
on their projects and are evaluated, with the honors going to the winning team.
In the 2016 academic year, there were 25 applications for “Year-long university-wide projects funded 
by Kyushu University Fund grants”, and 8 projects were selected. At the final presentation, the judges 
commented that the standard of projects was higher than usual. This year, businesses were launched 
for two of the projects.

Academic Challenge (AC) is a research promotion program aimed at graduate students 
enrolled at Kyushu University. Students plan out their own research projects with any 
necessary capital provided by the university and students carrying out the actual 
research. The aim of the program is for students to gain valuable research management 
experience through this sequence of hands-on exercises. In order to promote promising 
research to fuel future innovation, students are afforded the opportunity to display 
their creativity and flexibility by facing off against each other in the pursuit of 
academic research. A maximum grant of 500,000 yen is provided for each project. 
Launched in the 2008 academic year, there were 25 applicants with six projects 
selected in the 2016 academic year. Students from fields such as the Graduate School of 
Bioresource and Bioenvironmental Sciences and Graduate School of Science headed by 
the Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences were selected and conducted research.

2016 Schedule

■April／Applications begin to be accepted
■May 22(Sun.)／Applicant Review Board convened
(Place：Silicon Valley room, Common Facility 1 2F Kyushu University, Ito campus)

■ June 2(Thu.)／Briefing on procedural matters
■ October 15(Sat.)／Mid-term presentation
(Holding the Academic Festival in Kyushu University. 
Place：#1 conference room, Shiiki Hall, Kyushu University)

■ February 18, 2017(Sat.)／Final presentation
(Place: Startup Café, Fukuoka city)

■ March 20, 2017(Thu.)／President's Award Ceremony

■ April／Applications begin to be accepted
■May 31(Tue.)／Academic Challenge review board convened
■ June 7(Tue.)／Briefing on procedural matters 15:00～
(16:00～ Lecturing Dr. Ohkawa in Medical Institute of Bioregulation, Kyushu University)
■ October 27(Thu.)／Mid-term presentation
■ March 7, 2017(Tue.)／Final presentation

2016 Schedule

　　【Other selected projects】
Project name Representative name Graduate/Undergraduate school Major/Department Year Category

Realization of New Cases of Digital Construction Diffusion Kosuke Saigusa School of Engineering Department of Mechanical and 
Aerospace Engineering Ｂ3 Open theme

New Style of Interaction between Kyushu University Students 
and Local Residents Living in the Vicinity of the Ito Campus Seiji Azukizawa School of Engineering Department of Mechanical and 

Aerospace Engineering Ｂ4 Open theme

Development of a Rocket Engine by Students Syogo Kaneko (until July, 2016)
Yuri Hachiya（From August, 2016） School of Engineering Department of Mechanical and 

Aerospace Engineering Ｂ3 Open theme

Wind Turbine Innovation Project Yuya Otaki The 21st Century 
Program — Ｂ4 Open theme

(continuous)
Practice of Preemptive Medicine through Food Development 
and Distribution: a Nutritional Approach to Diabetes Masaki Yamamoto School of Medicine Department of Medicine Ｂ3 Business 

creation

Nineth Academic Challenge 2016 Selections

Theme Name Graduate/
Undergraduate school Major/Department Year

1 Development of Environmentally Benign Catalytic Dehydrative Condensation 
Reactions by Concerted Functions of Boronic Acid Catalysts and Metal Catalysts Daiki Nakatake Graduate School of 

Pharmaceutical Sciences
Department of Medicinal 
Sciences D1

2 Functional Analysis of a Molecular Mechanism that Controls Membrane Bleb 
Formation by Using Early Chick Embryos Kana Aoki Graduate School of 

Systems Life Sciences
Department of Systems 
Life Sciences D2

3 Creation of a New Fundamental Technology for Covalent Drug Discovery Hirokazu Fuchida Graduate School of 
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Department of Medicinal 
Sciences D2

4 Elucidation of Disease Development Mechanisms by Monitoring In-vivo Redox 
Status and a Proposal for Therapy Yuma Ishida Graduate School of 

Pharmaceutical Sciences
Department of Medicinal 
Sciences M2

5 A Natural Analogue Study on Molten Fuel Debris by Utilizing an Advanced Trans-
mission Electron Microscope Asumi Ochiai Graduate School of Science Department of Chemistry M1

6 Onstruction of Silkworm Artificial Chromosomes Using Replication Inducer Masato Hino Graduate School of Bioresource 
and Bioenvironmental Sciences

Department of Biore-
source Sciences M2

［2016 Selected projects］

Bicycle Power 
Check Service
■Representative/Joshua Lawn
■Undergraduate school/
　The 21 Century Program
■Year/B4
■Category/Business creation

Excellence 
Award

President's
Award

Bringing Entertainment
to Hospitals
■Representative/Kazutaka Okuda
■Undergraduate school/
　School of Medicine
■Year/B3
■Category/Open theme

Kyushu University Gibier Project
■Representative/Naoto Nishimura
■Undergraduate school/The 21 Century Program
■Year/B4　■Category/Business creation

Excellence 
Award

Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Center of Kyushu University

Set the theme of the project yourself in line with your own interests and awareness of issues. It is hoped that 

there will be research and practical projects that are unique, relevant to society and interdisciplinary, and cover 

topics such as international exchange, environmental, medical and welfare issues, and regional planning.

Open Theme projects

1

The following three categories will be considered. Multiple applications

by the same individual will not be permitted.

C＆C Issue Theme Project I   ：Planning and Management Committee members for the planning and management of the Entrepreneurship Seminar

C＆C Issue Theme Project Ⅱ：Startup Simulation program at the Kyushu University Festival（QSHOP）Planning and Management  Committee 

members for the planning and management of the program Also we call for students to participate in the QSHOP as CEO or others to open shops at Kyudaisai Festival.

Why not try to expand your ideas towards turning them into a business or business start-up? The project does not 

necessarily have to be on a technological theme. A wide range of help will be provided including with external 

presentations towards realizing your business.

Business creation projects

2

A planning team is put together for each theme. Those interested should refer to the following.

Issue themes
3

The project must consist of members who are undergraduates or post graduate students at

 Kyushu University. The plan must be your original idea.  It does not have to be from your feeld.

・The funds will be granted in line with the Kyushu University accounting regulations.

Grants

Deadl ine

website, and submit your entry online.

Method

●Place ： Common Facility 1 2F/ Silicon Valley room,  Ito campus

●Presentations are required by each project. 

●Group data must be submitted.
●Required to attend the examination board session.

Examination Board sessionSunday, May 22, 2016

Challenge and Creation
Project 2016
Challenge and Creation
Project 2016
Applicable projects Eligibility

This program is supported by the Kyushu University Fund.

A university-wide effort in which students receive grants and their ideas and research are promoted for one year

Show the world
your own original and innovative ideas !!

Robert T. Huang Entreprenership Center of Kyushu University

Common Facility 1 2F, 744 Motooka, Nishi-ku, Fukuoka 819-0395, Japan

Phone： +81-92-802-6060 E-mail： support@qrec.kyushu-u.ac.jp

 Contact

http://qrec.kyushu-u.ac.jp/en/

九州大学KYUSHU UNIVERSITY

事務局

助成金額
1件につき上限50万円（予定）

応募方法

審査方法

申請書（下記ホームページからダウンロード）に

記入してWebにてエントリーして下さい。

応募締切
２０１6年5月20日（金）[厳守]

※九州大学の会計規則に沿って支給されます。現金で一括支給するわけではありません。

将来のイノベーションに繋がる萌芽的な研究を促進するために学生が自らの発想で学術研究に向き合い、

独創性、柔軟性を発揮できる機会を提供します。九州大学全学事業として実施します。

文系・理系・芸術系を問いません。留学生もぜひ応募して下さい。

募集テーマ

●応募していただいた応募書類は、QREC運営委員会で学内審査を行い、採用

を決定します。●選考の指針は次の通りです。（1）研究実績を考慮。（2）QRECの掲げる「先進的

研究」、「実用化研究」、「インキュベーション」との適合性。（3）研究計画の具体性

報告書の提出
翌年2～3月頃に成果発表会を行うとともに、研究成果報告書を提出して頂き

ます。

応募資格

チ
ャ
ン
ス
を
活
か
せ
！！

チ
ャ
レ
ン
ジ
は
新
し
い
夢
へ
の
第
一
歩
！！

未来のイノベーションに繋がるあなたの斬新な発想、意欲的な学術研究を、QRECがサポートします！

Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Center of Kyushu University

Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Center of Kyushu University

2016年度募集開始!！

●自らの専攻に関係する学術的な研究。
●修士論文・博士論文等に関係するテーマであっても可。

●九州大学の大学院の在学生で３０歳未満。
●個人による申請とします。※同一研究室から複数件は採択しません。このため指導教員の承認確認を兼ねて推薦書を提出頂きます。

※他の研究助成と研究テーマの重複申請はご遠慮下さい。

U R L : http://www.qrec.kyushu-u.ac.jp/ac

〒819-0395 福岡市西区元岡744 パブリック1号館（CF1）2階　TEL:092-802-6060　E-mail:support@qrec.kyushu-u.ac.jp

九州大学 ロバート・ファン/アントレプレナーシップ・センター

ホームページ　http://www.qrec.kyushu-u.ac.jp
検索

QREC 検索
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Startup Simulation program at the Kyushu University［QSHOP］
http://qrec.kyushu-u.ac.jp/en/qshop

An Interdisciplinar
y Entrepreneurship

 Education Program

A new ME 

E n t r e p r e n e u r s h i p  S em i n a r
http://qrec.kyushu-u.ac.jp/en/entreseminar

A program for lear
ning the fundament

als of running a co
mpany and 

gaining hands-on ex
perience of operati

ng a company

2016 Theme

QSHOP provides an opportunity for students to learn about start ing businesses and management by means of the Kyudaisai 
Fest ival . As a hands-on experience of the process for start ing a business using real cash , QSHOP is a project-based-learning (PBL) 
program.
Setting up a simulated store at the Kyudaisai Festival provides the opportunity to start a business. Students become “entrepreneurs,”
establish a company organizat ion, learn the fundamentals of business management , and experience hands-on operation of company 
management through the program. Not only do they set up a sta l l and conduct sa les act ivit ies , they also received support from 
practit ioners such as venture capita l ists and cert ified public accountants . They also release a business plan, and hold investment 
negotiat ions , audits and a general shareholders meeting. The object ive of the program is for each team of entrepreneurs to 
maximize its earning per share (EPS) , return on equity (ROE), and profit per employee. In the process of determining the final 
rankings , they also learn about the act ivit ies of the other teams that are their business competitors .Each year the teams change, 
but the program teaches each team how to implement elaborate business ideas , enabling them to come to grips with sales and 
profit in the heat of competit ion.

In order to create a new industry, a long with research act ivit ies that produce the seeds of this new vision, professionals possessing 
the entrepreneuria l spir it necessary to stand up to new chal lenges must be nurtured. At QREC, the goal is to develop the entrepre-
neuria l spir it in our students and provide each of them with the opportunity to consider different career options . With this in mind, 
each year the Entrepreneurship Seminar class is planned out and presented in an omnibus format , invit ing lecturers from a broad 
spectrum of fields . Select ion of the theme and lecturers , negotiat ions , organizat ion and operation, including arranging the day’s 
lecture program, are tasks completely delegated to the Student Planning Committee .
Unlike in previous years , in the 2016 academic year we adopted a pol icy of invit ing guest lecturers famil iar to students as a 
measure against seminar part icipants developing the impression that guest lecturers “are specia l people̶different from me”. 
The program operated under the rule of select ing lecturers who are personal acquaintances , or acquaintances of acquaintances . 
As a result of this new policy, the workshops̶which were conducted by a different lecturer each t ime̶became deep, heated 
discussions , and the part icipat ing students gained a sense of atta inment .

2016 Status of QSHOP Implementat ion

April–May–mid Operation project recruitment of student members

May–June Invitation to organizations to participate

July 6 (Wed.), 7 (Thu.), 8 (Fri.) Orientation／Opening lecture

July–August
Students divided up into teams and create business plans. Students consider what kind of business they 
want to engage in, what their sales target is, who their target customers are, how they will sell their prod-
ucts and so on, and prepare a business plan.

August 9 (Tue.)
Business plan presentation and Examination board: Each team of entrepreneurs announces its business 
plan and negotiates with potential sponsors (“venture capitalists”), and then finalizes its business plan and 
investment ratio.

October–mid to the day 
before the Kyudaisai Festival Various submissions and preparations. Establishment of companies and preparations for sales activities.

November 18 (Fri.) to 21 (Sun.) Kyudaisai Festival： Sales activities. Venue for entrepreneurs to present what they have prepared.

November 25（Fri.） General Meeting of Stockholders and Awards Ceremony. Balance sheets recognized, business reports 
created. Dividends calculated, companies liquidated.

Four teams participated in the 2016 academic year and the businesses shown below were established.

Company name Description

　　　　　Oishi Zemi World’s third-tastiest MPI: Melon-bread ice cream that is 
currently all the rage!

Argonauts Shake-shake Churros: Churros that can be enjoyed thrice 
over!

Saigusa Kobo Experience creating digital objects: project providing hands-
on experience creating digital objects using 3D printers, etc.

QBS 13th & 14th ITOGON GO!!: Search for ITOGON at Kyushu University 
Festival using your smartphone.

2016 Entrepreneurship Seminar Lecture Schedule

Seminar #1 December. 2 (Fri.) Guidance

Seminar #2 December. 9 (Fri.) Ms. Hiromi Sonoda, President, Career Institute

Seminar #3 December.16 (Fri.) Mr. Naotaka Kojima, Representative, J-Tech Transfer and Trading

Seminar #4 January 6, 2017 (Fri.) Ms. Yurika Inoshita, Kumamoto Collabo School, Approved Specified Nonprofit
Corporation Katariba

Seminar #5 January. 12 (Thu.) Mr. Patrick Newell, Organizer, TEDxTokyo

Seminar #6 January. 20 (Fri.) Mr. Riichiro Sono, Deputy Director, Educational Business Division, Dwango Co., Ltd.

Seminar #7 January. 27 (Fri.) Mr. Ikuto Suzuki, CEO, MELSA INTERNATIONAL JAPAN, Inc.
 (MELSA INTERNATIONAL LLC)

Seminar #8 February. 3 (Fri.) Closing : Holding to the workshop by the Student Planning Committee

＊The poster was created 
　by the Student Planning Committee

winner:

Why ignore your Interest?

2拠点同時開催!!＠1302(伊都)

Why
live withoutDream?

@総合研究棟2F205セミナー室(馬出&箱崎・遠隔)

Friday 16:40~20:0012/2START!!

Grow 
over present you!!

ー
・

ー
Why
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Designed to Encoura
ge a Spirit of Challen

ge and Global Aware
ness

Kyushu University 
Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Program II

Kyushu University Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Program II
(QREP2.0) Final Presentations
& Panel Discussion with Entrepreneurs from Kyushu University

On March 19 (Sat.) 2016, a meeting was held 
to report on the achievements of students 
from Kyushu University and Waseda Univer-
sity who participated in the week-long 
Entrepreneurship Program (QREP2 .0 )  
training held in Silicon Valley. A panel 
discussion with lectures by entrepreneurs 
who graduated from Kyushu University was 
also held. The students who participated 
in the program gave presentations about 
what they experienced in Silicon Valley 
and how it changed them, and their  
business plans created through group 
work. They rece ived va luab le  adv ice  
f rom the  lectures. At the QREP Final 
Presentations held so far, we have held 
an Asian Roundtable at the same time on 
various subjects related to Asia. But in 
the 2015 academic year ,  s ince we held 
m o r e  p r a c t i c a l  t r a i n i n g  i n  S i l i c o n  
Va l l e y ,  we  he l d  l e c t u r e s  and  a  p ane l  
discussion about start-ups .
The Silicon Valley ecosystem is widely 
known, and the advice and mentoring of 
experienced entrepreneurs there plays 
an important role. We invited entrepre-
neurs  who graduated from Kyushu 
Univers i ty  for  lectures  and a  pane l  
discussion on how to establish the business 
conditions for startups in a region. Mr. 
Tsuyoshi Sakamoto, representative partner 

Aims of the QB Fund: The career of a 
Kyushu University School of Engineering 

the present time. The theme of the panel 
 

an 
Yoshikazu Yonemitsu, bioTherapeutics 
Science, Kyushu University Faculty of 
Pharmaceutical Sciences, Mr. Ichiro Kimura, 
CEO of anect Inc., and Ms. Mizuho Okumoto, 
CEO of ecl ipse Corp. ,  fielded questions 
from the students about their experiences in 
America and Japan. Besides the lecturers, 
there were many former graduates among 
the participants, who advised the students 
to put their ideas into practice. We wish them 
luck with their future efforts.

Date: March 19 (Sat.), 2016
Venue: JR Hakata City 9F, Conference Room 3 (1-1 Hakataeki-Chuogai, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-city)

http://qrec.kyushu-u.ac.jp/en/qrep

Designed to foster entrepreneurship and an international outlook , the QREP program was brought about thanks to the support of 
Dr. Robert T. Huang, a graduate of Kyushu University. Marking the tenth anniversary of the program, from the 2015 academic 
year, we have decided to increase the opportunit ies for students to tackle chal lenges .

Goals
■To nurture the entrepreneurial spirit (a spirit of seeking out challenges)
■ To increase global consciousness
■ To provide the opportunity to come in contact with a variety of values
■ To improve individual self-awareness (assertiveness, independence)
■ To reinforce the significance of subjects studied at university and improve 
the desire to learn

■ To expose students to world-class research and business practices
■ To allow students to develop knowledge related to starting a 
business and an understanding of actual business conditions

■ To develop competitive professionals

2006：Commencement of Kyushu University Robert T. Huang Entrepreneurship Program (QREP)

Startup Weekend Fukuoka Uni. in Kyushu University (English)
Dates: June 10 (Fri.) to June 12 (Sun.) Venue：Kyushu University Ohashi Satellite LUNETTE

The “Startup Weekend” (SW) was held for 54 hours running from Friday night to Sunday night, and over the space of just one 
weekend the participants learned the methodology required to turn an idea into something tangible, and gained a real sense of 
a startup. Startup weekends like this began in the US city of Seattle in 2007 and soon spread around the world. They have now 
been held on more than 2,900 occasions in over 150 countries.
At Kyushu University QREC serves as the organizer, and has been holding the Startup Weekend Uni. in Kyushu University 
(in the English language) since 2016, as an event for university students from across Japan that aims to help them make global 
challenges.

The SWs start on a Friday night, when all the 
participants start by giving a 60-seconds pitch 
presenting their ideas.

When all the ideas have been announced the 
ideas that will be tackled is decided upon by 
a vote amongst the participants, and teams 
of hustlers, hackers and designers are put to-
gether.

From then on until the Sunday afternoon a 
business model consisting of the bare minimum 
and in line with user experiences is created all 
in one go. The hustlers are in charge of man-
agement and the verification of the business 
model, the hackers develop the functions and 
the designers take responsibility for ensuring 
that the design is user-friendly. They all join 
together to seek customer development.

On the Saturday afternoon it is possible to ob-
tain coaching from entrepreneurs and special-
ists.

On Sunday evening the teams give a 
presentation before a panel of judges, 
and the judging takes place based 
around the axis of how successful the 
teams have been in realizing their busi-
ness model, customer verification, user 
experience design and products.
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2016 Entrepreneurship in Designing New Value for BOP People Kickoff 
Seminar
Approaches to designing solutions for BOP People
Date: June 25 (Sat.), 2016　Venue: Seminar Room, Common Facility 1 1F, Kyushu University Ito Campus

On the afternoon of June 25, 2016, the kickoff seminar of the Entrepreneurship in 
Designing New Value for BOP People, which has been recognized as one of the Min-
istry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology’s Enhancing Develop-
ment of Global Entrepreneur Programs (EDGE), was held as part of the 2016 QREC 
intensive course at Kyushu University’s Ito Campus.
Around the world there are many people suffering from poverty, without access to 
water, medical care, agricultural tools and other minimum daily necessities. The 
needs of these countries and regions at the base of the pyramid (BOP) differ from 
those of developed countries. In other words, rather than applying the technologies 
of developed countries without modification, it is important to understand the needs 
of the BOP, and apply them to product design and services.
From this perspective, this course takes solving the problems of the BOP as its 
theme. Using the techniques of design thinking, students experience the process 
from understanding the reality on the ground to ultimately developing products and 
services, as well as the methods and a spirit of challenge involved in identifying and 
solving problems. This seminar, which was the first class of the course, was also 
open to the public.
Around 20 participants took part in the seminar. Three guests gave lectures and 
held a panel discussion. The guests were Dr. Ken Endo, representative of the See-D Contest project, which gathers professionals and stu-
dents who use their design skills to solve problems for BOP people, leading to proposals for actual products; Research Professor Masafumi 
Nagaishi, who is used to work for JICA and has been finding solutions to problems for BOP people and offering support at the national 
level; and Kyushu Unievrsity Associate Professor Ashir Ahmed, who has managed a social business project in Bangladesh utilizing the 
IT technologies of Kyushu University. This seminar to consider problem-solving for BOP people from different perspectives provided the 
students and professionals who attended with a variety of perspectives.

On June 5 (Sun.) 2016, we held a workshop with Nomura Research Institute, Ltd. 
where students role played the techniques of consulting to develop the optimal 
proposal for a client through logical thinking.
Three consultants, including a graduate of Kyushu University, came from Tokyo 
and using cases that simulated actual consulting, the students performed indi-
vidual work and group work, and finally proposed a solution as a team.
During the day, the students repeated the cycle of lecture, personal work, group 
work and review, to produce a response based on logical thought in a short time. 
Students said that they realized the limited time for the work and the considerable 
difficulties of its contents. Others commented that “The logical tree looks easy on 
paper, but when I tried it I struggled,” and “Developing the logic tree while mak-
ing all-encompassing decisions and arriving at a solution was difficult.” All in all it 
was a day in which the students were able to deepen their understanding through 
experience, and an event that led to an understanding of and interest in the con-
sulting sector, with many students making remarks such as “I was interested but 
not really sure what it was all about, so I was able to learn something new,” and 
“I now have a better understanding of consulting companies thanks to the setting 
of issues, quick-fire plans and presentation experiences.”

QREC 2016 Nomura Research Institute (NRI) /QREC Consulting Workshop
Let’s Experience Management Consulting through Role-play
Date: June 5 (Sun.), 2016　Venue: Silicon Valley Room, Common Facility 1 2F, Kyushu University Ito Campus

Industry-academia Collaboration Seminar : Regional Policy Project Design 
Policy Study Presentation
“Creation of New Value through Social Innovation”
Date: November 26 (Sat.), 2016　Venue: Denki Building Mirai Hall (Fukuoka City)

This policy study presentation aimed to widely publicize the regional poli-
cy designer fostering project that Kyushu University has been working on 
through industry-academia-government collaboration, and the resultant spe-
cific policy recommendations regarding regional social issues. It also had the 
goal, through the format of a panel discussion regarding the creation of an 
innovation ecosystem, of illustrating the roles of universities in responding to 
societal needs, and was held as a part of the Japan Association of National 
Universities’ symposiums on university reform.
The symposium was participated in by over 200 people including attendees 
from the Kyushu business sector, VCs, university stakeholders, policymakers 
at central governmental agencies, local government authorities and others. 
Six groups gave research presentations on the themes of the sharing econ-
omy, healthcare business, IoT/AI and robots, and the resolution of regional 
issues through new tools such as social businesses. A lively question and an-
swer session ensued between central government agency policymakers and 
leaders, and VC commentators. During the panel discussion there was also a 
debate about innovation ecosystems with the involvement of figures from dif-
ferent industrial, academic and governmental backgrounds including a former 
prefectural governor, social entrepreneurs, and those with experience of fos-
tering university-launched ventures. The symposium enabled the university 
to widely publicize its enthusiastic stance regarding regional contributions.

Comments from the American students participating in the winning team 

“We stayed with our original plan and focused on it during the whole weekend. 
It was nice to stick to our original idea and refine it over the course of the week-
end,” noted Modest Juarez. 
“I liked the team work we had. We had great ideas and collaborations. Everyone 
was very kind to one another. We had students from Viet Nam, Malaysia, Japan 
and the United States on our team. And we won! Our startup idea was the doc-
tor booking-an easier way for foreigners to make appointments to see the doctor. 
We created a prototype App.”said Carlos Guadarrama.

Comments from other students 

Karla Lainez, GateWay International Business Student, 
remarked, “Our team worked on and then rejected sev-
eral business ideas before settling on our final concept. 
In discussing the ideas, I learned so much about the cul-
ture, society, educational and employments systems, as 
well as the roles of women in society and the workplace 
in Japan. I was amazed about the dramatic differences 
in culture. I also made several new friends!”

At the recently hosted Startup Weekend Fukuoka Uni. in 
Kyushu University (English), participants included overseas 
students from Kyushu University, as well as 10 students 
from Arizona who were in Japan on a short-stay study tour. 
This made the event a great opportunity for the partici-
pants to think about business in an international team and 
experience teamwork. The winning team was a truly inter-
national team composed of two of the Arizona students and 
two overseas students from Kyushu University, who came 
up with the idea of an app that would enable users to easily 
search for hospitals and doctors in English and other lan-
guages, an idea suggested by the overseas students to help 
overcome the difficulties experienced by overseas visitors 
and students in searching for specialists or hospitals where 
there are English-speaking doctors.

Source : Startup Weekend Japan http://nposw.org/
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［Organization］ ［Title］ ［Name］

IGM K.K. CEO Mr. Yoshikazu Furuhata

Aalto University Director Mr. Kari-Hans Comonen

IDEO Tokyo Design Director Mr. Shunsuke Ishikawa

IDEO Tokyo Managing Director Mr. Davide Agnelli

IDEO Tokyo Visual Communications Designer Ms. Kaho Mukae

RQ Kyushu Representative Mr. Hisaomi Yamaguchi

NTT DoCoMo, Inc. Managing Director Mr. Minoru Eto

Olympus Corporation Researcher Mr. Yuichi Shiga

OZ Company Representative Director Mr. Tomokazu Ozu

The 21st Century Program, Kyushu University Fourth year student Mr. Lawn  Joshua

Kyushu Railway Company Senior Managing Director Mr. Yuzuru Hongo

Kyushu Railway Company Human Resources Director Ms. Yumi Akagi

QB Capital LLC Representative Partner Mr. Tsuyoshi Sakamoto

Creww Inc. CEO Mr. Sorato Ijichi

Creww Inc. Business Development Account Manager Mr. Dong Cheol Lee

Creable CEO Mr. Hideki Segawa

Global Mobility Service, Inc. President & CEO Mr. Tokushi Nakashima

Grameen Communications Consultant Dr. Kaji Rafiqul Islam Maruf

Gate Inc. Ms. Riyu Ogata

Koga Management Institute Co.,Ltd President Mr. Mitsuo Koga

Japan Display Co., Inc. Ex-President  &  CEO Mr. Shuichi Otsuka

GOB Incubation Partners President Mr.Takahiro Yamaguchi

GOB Incubation Partners Mr. Takanori Wakamatsu

Startup Weekend Representative Mr. Dong Yol Lee

Slush Tokyo Mr. Megumi Ikeda

Center for Intellectual Property Ms. Anna Holmberg

Center for Intellectual Property Prof. Ulf Petrusson

Center for Intellectual Property Mr. Bowman Heiden

Sony Computer Science Laboratories, Inc. Researcher Dr. Ken Endo　

Daily Prothom Alo Coordinator, Youth Activities Mr. Munir Hasan

［Organization］ ［Title］ ［Name］

Tokyo Institute of Technology Specially Appointed Professor Dr. Kenji Nakano

Bionics, Computer and Media Science, Entrepreneurship Program, 
Tokyo University of Technology Graduate School Institute of Tech-
nology Graduate School of Bio and Information Media

Professor Dr. Yuriko Sawatani

Engineering Design Course, Department of Mechanical Engineer-
ing, School  of Engineering, Tokyo Institute of Technology First-year doctoral student Mr. Yuki Taoka

Toppan Printing Co., Ltd.　 Mr. Koushi Suzuki

Toyota Motor Kyushu Inc. Director, Human Resources Development Department Mr. Atsushi Sugiyama

Toyota Motor Kyushu Inc. Director, Development Support Office Mr. Toru Shigematsu

Tokyo Graphic Recorder Editor-in-chief (Creative Director / Designer) Ms. Junko Shimizu

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Fukuoka Office Audit Mr. Akira Nakaguma

Nippon Technology Venture Partners President & CEO Mr. Kazutaka Muraguchi

Teach For Japan Mr. Naoya Shirata

The Nishinippon Shimbun Press Center Ms. Yukari Shimomura

PAPAMO Founder & CEO Ms. Sakiko Hashimoto

Hitachi, Ltd. Senior Vice President and Executive Officer, General Man-
ager of Strategy Planning Division Mr. Toshikazu Nishino

Collaboration Center for Hanshin Earthquake Rehabilitation Mr. Ryota Yorimasa

Collaboration Center for Hanshin Earthquake Rehabilitation Mr. Ryuta Suzuki

Future Sessions Inc. CEO Dr. Takahiko Nomura

Future Institute Corporation Educational ICT Research Mr. Hiroyuki Tameda

Fumidasu Representative Mr. Shinji Hamamoto

Fukuoka City Hall Director, Business Startup & Investment Promotion Depart-
ment, Economy, Tourism & Culture Bureau Mr. Hiroshi Imamura

Minma Inc. CEO Mr. Yusuke Hamano

Miyako Capital Representative Director Mr. Satoshi Yamaguchi

Mirairo Inc. Mr. Takeshi Kajio

Meiji University Student Mr. Soushi Matsuoka

Unity Guard System President & CEO Mr. Yoichiro Yagi

University of Dhaka Professor Prof. Shibli Rubayat UI Islam

University of Dhaka Assistant Professor Md. Nazmul Hossain

Leave a Nest Co., Ltd. President & CEO Mr. Yukihiro Maru.

Re:public, Inc. Co-Founder & Managing Director Mr. Hiroshi Tamura

Re:public, Inc. Director Mr. Takeshi　Okahashi

QREC invites guest lecturers depending on the lesson. In the 2016 academic year, a wide variety of guests kindly held classes for QREC. The speakers are listed in Japanese alphabetical order by company name. The positions and titles below are current as of the time of the lecture by the speaker.
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Sil icon Valley Room　　http://qrec.kyushu-u.ac . jp/en/rooms

Meeting Room　http://qrec.kyushu-u.ac . jp/en/rooms
The Meeting Room opened in September 2015, in Room 202 on the second floor of the Common Facility 1 building, at the Ito Campus.
This room can be used for meetings or for using the QREC library books. It may be used for meetings and exchanges by students 
enrolled at Kyushu University who have been selected to participate in C&C and AC, as well as students taking QREC courses.

QREC Studio　 http://qrec.kyushu-u.ac . jp/en/qrecstudio

■Meeting Room (accommodates about 10 people)

■NOTE: On-campus LANs kitenet and edunet 
　available for access.
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※There is an overhead suspension-type projector

■QREC Studio Tools/Machine Tools Layout（as of November, 2015）

Equipment cabinet
・Electrical/Power
 machine tools
・General tools
・Consumables
・Safety equipment 

Entrance 

Computer sewing machine 

Cutting machine（Compact）

３D Printer（MUTOH）

３D Printer（da Vinci）

Rotary bandsaw Bench grinderCutting machine（Large） Scroll saw

Laser machine CompressorCNC mill/SR420 CNC mill/BT200

Belt sander

Table saw

Surface plate

Benchtop mill

Equipment cabinet
・3D printer supplies
・Attachments ・Consumables 

［Pub l i c  space］

A wired projector, a mobile whiteboard

The Si l icon Val ley Room opened in September 2015, in Room 213 on the second floor of the Common Faci l i ty 1 bui lding, 
at the Ito Campus.
Like the Si l icon Val ley Room operating at Hakozaki Campus, this is a publ ic space that may be used for meetings and 
exchanges by students enrol led at Kyushu University who have been selected to participate in C&C and AC, as wel l  
as students taking QREC courses .
Most of the wall surface of the Silicon Valley Room is covered with whiteboard, which helps make the space very versatile.

Woodworking tools
（Sliding miter saw.circular saw）

Benchtop 
bandsaw

Two shared desktop PCs (1 Mac and 1 Windows, a 
wireless projector, a mobile whiteboard, six speakers, 
an Audio Mixer, a wireless microphone, a pin type 
microphone, two easels with memo pad, a projector, a 
projector screen)

■Pub l i c  space  
　(accommodates  abou t  50  peop le )

■NOTE: On-campus LANs kitenet and edunet 
　available for access.

The QREC Studio opened in December 2015, in Room 204-2 on the 
second floor of the Common Facility 1 building, at the ItoCampus.
Students enrolled at Kyushu University who have been selected to partici-
pate in C&C and AC, as well as students taking QREC courses, can use 
the Studio if they make a reservation in advance. You can find out the 
state of reservations for the Studio by checking QREC’s home page.
The Studio can also be used when digital machine tools are to be used 
in classes.
In the 2016 academic year when full-scale operation started, around 50 
students use the QREC studio.
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Ito Campus

Hospital Campus

Ohashi 
Campus

Chikushi Campus

Kyudai
Gakkentoshi

Meinohama
Nishijin

Yakuin

Ohashi

Ropponmatsu
Nishitetsu Fukuoka

Urban Expressway

Hakozaki

Fukuoka Airport

Yoshizuka

Hakata

Kasuga

Onojo

Tenjin Minami

Nakasu
Kawabata

Nishitetsu
Subway
JR
Expressway

Tenjin

Hakozaki Kyudaimae

Kaizuka

Shirakibaru

Maidashi
Kyudai Byoin Mae

Tenjin

Hakozaki Kyudaimae

Kaizuka

Shirakibaru

Maidashi
Kyudai Byoin Mae

Hakozaki 
Campus

Hakata Satellite

Ohashi Satellite

Nishijin Plaza

JAPAN

FUKUOKAFUKUOKA

ROBERT T. HUANG  
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

KYUSHU UNIVERSITY
CENTER  OF  
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